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INTRODUCTION 
The South Carolina Arts Commission is pleased to publish a 1990 Presenters 1 
Directory. Two years ago a joint directory of North and South Carolina PresP.nters 
was produced by the North Carolina Arts Commission. This present directory is an 
update of the South Carolina entries to that 1988 directory, both updating and 
expanding the information. 
The directory consists of South Carolina Performing Arts Presenters who responded 
to our questionnaire and who offer performances to the general public, either in 
subscription or single event format. 
HOW TO USE THIS DIRECTORY 
South Carolina Presenters are listed alphabetically. Each listing follows the 
format below: 
Name 
Address 
Contact Person 
Phone Number 
County 
Budget information 
Presenting information 
Booking information 
Audience served 
Facility information 
Additional notes 
Data which is missing for some presenters 1 listings was not provided by the 
presenter. The directory is unbound so that additional pages can be inserted as 
they are sent to you. 
NETWORKING AND BLOCK BOOKING 
One of the primary purposes of publishing this directory is to encourage the 
concept of networking and block booking among South Carolina Presenters. The 
South Carolina Presenters Advisory Committee is working toward establishing a 
strong statewide presenters network. A result of this committee's work to date 
is a newsletter, The South Carolina Arts Presenters Information Exchange, which 
first appeared in October, 1989. For further information concerning this news-
letter please contact Ron Pearson, Koger Center for the Performing Arts, USC, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29208, phone 777-7500. 
GRANTS FOR PRESENTERS 
Grants are available for presenting organizations annually through various 
programs of the South Carolina Arts Commission. For grant guidelines and dead-
lines contact the South Carolina Arts Commission. 
UPDATING 
Updating of this directory will be on-going. Please send any changes in contact 
person, data, etc. to the South Carolina Arts Commission and this will be entered 
into our computer. We plan to release a revised and updated directory as the 
need arises. 
AVAILABILITY OF DIRECTORIES 
The 1990 Presenters Directory is being mailed to presenters listed in the directory, 
and to South Carolina Arts Commission Community Tour artists. A limited number of 
directories are available on request to South Carolina presenters not represented 
in the Directory, as well as to performing artists interested in touring. For 
further information please contact: 
Performing Arts Director 
South Carolina Arts Commission 
1800 Gervais Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 
Phone: ( 803) 734-8696 
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ABBEVILLE OPERA HOUSE 
kkkkkAAAkkkkAkAAAAAAAAAAAkkkAAAAAAAAkAAA 
P.O. Box 247 
Court Square 
Jlbbeville 
DISC ffiESENTElJ: "THEATRE 
29620 
BLDGET li'FO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1968 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/WKshps 
Atterdance 
BOO<ING UFO: 
Planning r-bs. : 
Block Booking? 
60 
0 
0 
12ro:J 
70000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CONTACT: Kathy Eller 
803/459-2157 
COUNTY: ABBEVILLE 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 6500) 
to $ 0 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present • g r-bs. : Year Lo~ 
Foreign Artists? 
ALDIE~ES: G=neral Audience 
Secordar:y School Students 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Oress'g Rooms: 
Capacity: 
I'DTES: 
QJe r a f-bu se 
300 
7 
30 
Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 60' X 66' X 75' 
Fl oor: Wocx:1 
ALL SAINTS PAAISH, Wl\CCA"-1AW 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkkkkkAA****************** 
Rt. 3, Box 464 
Pawleys Island 29585 
CONTACT: Lee Kohlenberg, Jr. 
803/237-4223 
COJNTY: CHRGET()JN 
NOTES: Wet~ to develop local quality talent as first priority of presenting. We would like to 
include dance eventually. 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
OPERA 
Bl.DGET I rf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr PrCX] $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform 1g Groops 
Residencies/'.«sh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co Is 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING Itf=O: 
Planning Mos.:April-May 
10 
15 
0 
2700 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Children 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g RooTE : 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
All Saints Churd1 
450 
4 
40 
7100 
250 
900 
0 
4(XX) 
Previ oos Yr Pro.] $ 4300 
to 
to 
to 
$ 600 
1200 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
John Kenneth A::Jdffi 
Lee Kohlenberg/Richard Conrad 
London Serpent Trio 
Present 1g Mos.: August-June 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
Crw13ER MUSIC 
Wkshp/Resid? Nbt Interested Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
Type: church 
Stage: 36 1 X 12 1 X 35 1 
Fl oo r : 'rkxx:l 
I 
e l 
I 
ALLENOA.LE COU~TY ARTS COUf'CI L 
****kkkkk~****************************** 
303 01 d BarnV€ 11 Road 
P.O. Box 56 
Allendale 29810 
DISC PRESENTED: BALLET 
MUS IC 
VISlf..L ARTS 
BLDGET INFO: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1985 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 8 
# Diff Art/Co's 3 
# Resid/Wkshps 1 
Attendance 2497 
BOO<ING Il'fO: 
Planning Mos.:April-May 
5070 
1000 
300 
1000 
l(XXJ 
CONTACT: Peggy Ri 1 ey 
803/584-2297 
WJNTY: ALLEI'{).All 
THEA1RE 
CREATIVE WRITING 
Previous Yr Prog $ 11540 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
7r:JJ 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Ron and Natalie Daise MUSIC THEATKE 
Present' g Mos. : Septanber-June 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? 
ALDIENCES: General Audience 
Ethnic 
Secondary Schoo 1 St Ldents 
Children 
Senior Ci t i zen 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: ~asiun 
Seating: 100 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre wo/ loft space 
# Dress'g Rocms: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
0 Fl oor : WJoo 
Small stage; Locker roans used as dressing roans. J~s Brandt Building also available 
as presenting space but does not have a usable stage. 
Primary School Aud itoriun 
125 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre wo/loft space 
# Dress 'g Rcx:rns: u Stage: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
0 Fl oor : WJoo 
Very large stage (fonrerly used as basketball court). Cafeteria or bathroons used as 
dres i ng rocms. 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
316 Boulevard 
Mderson 
DISC PRESENTEU: MUSIC 
Jflll 
29621 
BUI:lG::T If'f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for 01e 
Presenting Since 1984 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 8 
# Diff Art/Co's 8 
# Resid/Wkshps 1 
Attendance 7000 
BCX)(I NG I f'fO : 
Planning t>bs. :O:::tober - February 
Block Booking? Currently 
ALOIErt:ES: (£neral Audience 
Senior Citizen 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t'()TES: 
Fine Arts Center 
1103 
2 
38 
44000 
2(XX) 
4000 
0 
15000 
CONTACT: David Larson - Centre Stage 
803/231-2003 
COJNTY : ANDERS(}~ 
MUSIC "THEATRE 
Previous Yr Prog $ 46000 
to 
to 
to 
$ 11500 
15000 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
At 1 anta S)'1'q)hony 
"42nd Street" 
Slovak State Folk Ensenble 
MUSIC 
MJSIC "THEATRE 
DME 
Present'g t>bs.: O:::tober- April 
Wkshp/Res i d? Interested In Foreign Artists'? Interested In 
College/University Students 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/ loft space 
Stage: 40' X 25' X 25' 
Fl oor : Wocx:l 
Ar--DERSON CO~TY AATS COUrLIL 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
405 N. M3.i n Street 
Anderson 29621 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
COOACT: Kimberly Spears 
803/224-8811 
COJNTY: ANDERSCll 
Mi'CE JPll 
THEATRE MIME 
BLDGET I l'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
PerforTn' g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1976 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/VIKshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING Il'fO: 
22 
10 
0 
1500 
8000 
150 
400 
0 
3500 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 600 
3500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Chopstick Theatre 
Steve Rosenberg 
Chuck Davis 
Planning Mos. :May..Ju ly Present' g Mos.: N::wenber-May 
7CUJ 
THEATRE 
M.JSIC 
OAI'CE 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEI'CES: Secondary School StLX!ents Senior Citizen 
Olildren 
************AAAAAAA* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: School AuditorillT1 
Seating: 0 Type: multi-purpose auditorillT1 w/stage no fly loft 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
r{)TES: Most perfonnances take place in different schools so facilities vary. 
AAIREACH 
******K***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
133 Olurch Street 
Olarleston 29401 
CONTACT: D=borah D. Peltola 
803/724-7307 
COJNTY: CW\RLESTON 
NOTES: AATREACH prograns provide arts experiences for persons who may othe~se have no encoun-
ters with the arts. W2 present in the camunity, beyord traditional festival locations. 
DISC PRESENTED: THEATRE 
MNCE M.JSIC 
BLDGET Ir-FO: 
FEES PAID: 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
VISUAJ.. AATS 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
269 
999 
6 
64515 
BOO<ING Irf"O: 
1200J 
50 
100 
75 
300 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 75 
to 300 
to 3000 
REPRESENfATIVE AATISTS: 
Chopstick Theatre 
Chas. Trident Camunity Band 
Bill Fry and the llid Balls 
$ 12mJ 
THEAlHE 
t1JSIC 
THEATRE 
Present 1g Mos.: Janua~- November Planning Mos.: Janua~- Nbvenber 
Block Booking? Currently Wksh~/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEr-LES: t£neral Audience 
Seconda~ School Students 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
AATS COOCIL Lf CHESTER COLNTY 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 804 
122 Gasden Street 
Olester 
DISC PRESENTED: MIME 
Tl-iEATRE 
J/1ll 
29706 
BLDGET If'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform'g Grrups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Laryest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff flrt/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
4 
4 
0 
300 
Planning tvbs. :January-April 
5000 
150 
425 
0 
1200 
CONTACT: Jeannie Marion 
803/581-2030 
COUNTY: CHESTER 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 11-IEATRE 
Previrus Yr Prog 
to $ 350 
to 1450 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Michael QJigley 
Tommy Scott Young 
Carolina Pro Musica 
$ 2(XX) 
MIME 
lliEATRE 
MUSIC 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? 
Present'g Mos.: July, January-May 
Foreign Artists? 
ALDIEr-cES: G=neral Audience 
Secondary School Students 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roons: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY ~1E: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Chester Little Theatre 
200 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Chester Senior High Cafetoriun 
350 Type: cafetori um 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
AATS COUI'CIL ~ SPAATAr-BURG 
**************************************** 
385 South Spring Street 
Spartanburg 29301 
CONTACT: Ava J. H.Jghes 
803/583-2776 
COUNTY: SPARTAr-BURG 
NOTES: The Arts Council acts as a liaison between artists and several presenting groups in Spar-
tanburg. V€ are in attendance representing these groups and relay infonretion to than. 
DISC ffiESENTED: IJ\I'(E 
MUSIC THEATRE 
Bl.Jt)(.l:T Irf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 0 Pre vi ous Y r Prog $ 0 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 0 
Perfonm 1g Groups 0 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for One 2000 
Presenting Since 1968 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/WI<shps 
AtterK:lance 
8CXl<I NG HfO: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
to $ 2000 
to 2000 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present 1 g M::Js. : Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Currently 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently 
Senior Citizen 
Children Secondary School Students 
College/Universitty Students Ethnic 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Recita 1 Ha 11 
Year Round 
Foreign Artists'? Interested In 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Daniel 
400 
2 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 50 1 X 25 1 X 20 1 
Capacity: 
NUTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NJTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
0 Fl oor: v.bcxl 
Memorial Auditoriun 
3300 Type: 
4 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Spartanburg Arts Center 
250 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
50 1 X 25 1 X 20 1 
v.bcxl 
other 
Flexible 
Tile over concrete 
e · 
SAPTIST COLL~GE ACTIVITIES BOARD 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 10087 
01arleston 29411 
DISC PRESENTED: POETRY 
BUDGET Irf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Currt?nt Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for tXle 
Prt?senting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/l>A<shps 
Attendance 
BOO<INS HFO: 
1 
1 
0 
75 
Planning Mos.:June- August 
Block Booking? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Drt?s s 1 g Roans : 
Capacity: 
!'UTES: 
Lightsey 01ape l 
1550 
0 
0 
26000 
200 
0 
0 
200 
COOACT: .Ann C. Welty 
003/797-4747 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
Previous Yr Prog $ 26000 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Gr-ace Freeman POE1RY 
Present 1 g Mos.: Septenber - tt>venber, February - ~ril 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Not Interested 
College/University Students 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre wo/loft space 
Stage: 41 1 X 28 1 X 25 1 
Floor: Rubberized floor over plywood 
BENEDICT COLLEGE PERFORMING ARTS 
**************************************** 
Bened i ct Co 11 ege 
Blanding & Harden Streets 
Colurbia 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
DANCE 
JW.Z 
29204 
BUDGET If\fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Qle 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attemance 
BOO<. I NG Ir-fO: 
4 
3 
1 
600J 
8000 
500 
3CXXJ 
1000 
500) 
CONTACT: Robbie Batanan Chamler 
803/253-5132 
COUNTY: RICHLAf'{) 
THEATRE 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 2000 
7CXXJ 
3000 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Lucretia MJ.Ck 
B 1 onde 11 Currni ngs 
Trustus Theatre 
400J 
DM{;E 
THEATRE 
THEA1RE 
Planning 11Js. :Jii:lril-July 
Block Booking? Currently 
Present ' g MJs • : Septffilber-May 
Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Seconda~ School Students 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: JV!t i sde 1 Chape 1 
Seating: 1500 Type: traditional proscenium theatre wo/ loft space 
# Ores s 'g Roans: 2 Stage: 30' X 30' X 27' 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
40 Fl oor: v.bod 
Limited facilities available for technical use. 
Little Theatre 
267 
# Dress'g Roans: 2 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 40' X 43' X 30' 
capacity: 
r()TES: 
40 
Rehearsal 
Floor: WJod 
studio space can be used for performance of small caliber. 
BERKELEY COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL 
**************************************** 
Box 573 
Moncks Corner 29461 
DISC ffiESENfED: "THEATRE 
CONTACT: Allen Morris 
803/761-6397 
COUNTY: BERKELEY 
BALLET MUSIC 
MH~E 
BLDGET Ir'f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Laryest for CKle 
Presenting Since 1979 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 7 
# Diff Art/Co's 7 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 2433 
BOO< I NG I r'f"O: 
16tm 
1400 
1500 
0 
7500 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 17615 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present' g Mos. : Septerber - May Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Currently Wksh~/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Children 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
****************K*** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Old Santee Canal State Park 
Seating: 1000 Type: outdoor CJ!l:lhi theatre or concert she 11 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 50' X 25' 
0 Floor: Wooden Planks Capacity: 
~TES: Rest Roan area used as dressing roans. 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress' g RoollS: 
Capacity: 
~ITS: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
~TES: 
Santee Cooper A.Jditoriun 
150 Type: 
2 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
The Berkeley Restaurant 
125 Type: 
2 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
35' X 12' 
lt>cxi 
restaurant or ni ghtc 1 ub with pennanent stage 
24' X 16' 
lt>cxi 
BOO JONES ~I VERSITY 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Schoo 1 of Fine Arts 
Bob Jones lhiversity 
Greenville 29614 
COO ACT: D.vi ght GJstafson 
803/242-5100 
COUNTY: GREENVILLE 
NJTES: The lhiversity's Concert, ~ra and Drana Series includes one q:>era prcx:luction and tv.D 
Shakespeare prcx:lLK:t ions rrounted entirely by the lhiversi ty. 
DISC PRESENTED: OPERA/MUSIC THEATRE 
Tl1EATRE 
BUD!rr Hf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn' g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1947 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff k't/Co's 
# Resid/W<shps 
Atterx:tance 
B(X)(JNG INFO: 
13 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
MUSIC 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 
to $ 0 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Jerare Hines 
Chattanooga Boys' Choir 
Eugene Istanin 
0 
~ra 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:Septenber- Cttober (preceding year) Present'g Mos.: Septenber- April 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience College/University Students 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r-tlTES: 
Concert Center 
850 
0 
0 
Type: traditional prosceniun theatre Y-D/ loft space 
Stage: 30' X 18' X 15' 
Fl oor: Ha rdv.Dcx:l fl oori ng 
SPACE/FACILITY NN~E: Founder's Memorial Amphitoriun 
Seating: 6200 Type: rreeting or convention hall or sports arena 
# Dress'g Roans: 4 Stage: 110' X 40' X 35' 
Capacity: 100 Floor: Carpet 
NJTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Rodeheaver Auditoriun 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
2500 Type: 
10 Stage: 
traditional prosceniun theatre Y-D/loft space 
45' X 35' X 30' 
Capacity: 
r-tlTES: 
200 Floor: Ha rdv.Dcx:l fl oor i ng 
BYRNE MILLER DANCE THEATRE, INC. 
AAAAAAAAAAkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
2400 Wilson Drive 
P .0. Box 1667 
Beaufort 29901 
CONTACT: Byrne Miller 
803/524-9148 
COUNTY: BEALfffiT 
NOTES: W2 prefer at least a b.o-day residency, with tv.o lecture/dsronstrations for pub 1 ic school; 
a master class, an open rehearsal from 3-5 on the concert day, and concert. 
DISC PRESENTED: DANCE 
BUDGET Irf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn' g Groops 
4!1i50 
0 
300J 
3000 
10500 
Previous Yr Prog $ 32760 
FEES PAID: 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Q1e 
Presenting Since 1971 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/WkShtJS 
Attendance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
4 
4 
4 
3CXXl 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
10500 
10SOO 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charleston Ballet Theatre 
Elisa Monte Dance Co. 
Dance Kaleidoscope 
BALLET 
MNCE 
[)Afi(E 
Planning t>bs. :fall - early spring 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present'g Mos.: Late fall - St.Jring 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Senior Citizen 
Secondary Schoo 1 Students 
Children 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Lasseter Theatre 
Seating: 700 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/ loft space 
# Dress'g Roans : 2 Stage: 46' X 16'32" X 25' 
Capacity: 0 Floor: well-sprung wood 
NOTES: Lasseter Theatre used probably thru Spring '90. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: USCB Perfonni ng Arts Center 
Seating: 475 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
# Dress 'g Roans: 2 Stage: 35' X 20' X 12' 
Capacity: 
t-UTES: 
0 Floor: v.ell-sprung v.ood 
The USCB Perfonni ng Arts Center is p 1 anned to open in .At>ril 1990 - but may not have air 
conditioning, sound & lighting equipment in place. 
c:JIMP BASK£RVILL - EPISCOPAL OJ1REACH 
*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 990, Hwy 175 
Pawleys Island 29585 
CONTACT: Ju 1 i e CallJbe 11 /Tony C3rpbe 11 
803/237-3459 
COJNTY: ti:CRGETCJ.tJN 
NOTES: The range of fees paid to artists is largely due to the nature of programs sponsored 
through the CallJ. ve have booked groups as v.e 11 as hosted ta 1 ented 1 oca 1 artists. 
DISC PRESENTED: DANCE 
BlffiET Il'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC 
VISlJ\l.. AATS 
Puppetry 
Current Yr Prog $ 16500 
Solo Artists $ 50 
Perfonn 1g Groups 200 
Residencies/Wksh 400 
Largest for Che 800) 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co Is 
# Resid/Wkshps 
At terx:iance 
BOO< I NG I l'f"O: 
6 
6 
5 
2100 
-mEATRE 
Jazz 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 250 
to 
to 
2500 
650 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
The Steel Barx:iits 
Wrenn Cod< 
Samy Nicely 
$ 14200 
MUSIC 
OllJ\CE 
VISUI\1.. ARTS 
Planning Mos.:September- April 
Block Booking? Currently 
Present 1g Mos.: May- August 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
Secondary xhool StL.dents 
College/Universitty StL.dents 
Olildren 
Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY NIIME: Cafeteria Stage 
Seating: 150 
# Dress 1 g Roans : 10 
Capacity: 40 
NOTES: 
******************** 
Type: cafetorium 
Stage: 20 1 X 35 1 X 21 
Floor: Vbod 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: N:l.tural 
2000 
10 
40 
Grounds of Call> Baskervi 11 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
OJtdoor Court 
200 
10 
40 
Type: outdoor bandstand 
Stage: 60 1 X 60 1 X 2-1/2 1 
Floor: Vbod 
Type: other 
Stage: 115 1 X 70 1 
Floor: Concrete 
CAROLIN!\ BALLET MAlRE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
872 Woodruff Road 
Greenville 
DISC ffiESENrED: BALLET 
[).ll.f'LE 
29607 
BlffiET Itf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/W<sh 
Largest for 01e 
Presenting Since 1972 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/W<shps 
AtterK:!ance 
BOa<ING Itf"O: 
16 
8 
2 
6500 
400Xl 
600 
350 
200 
1800) 
CONTACT: Barbara Selvy 
803/297-1635 
COUNTY: GREENVILLE 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 2500 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
JtXJith Fugate 
1'-'edhi Bahi ri 
Alain Cherron 
$ 34())) 
Planning Mos.:Year Round Present'g Mos.: December, April 
Block Booking? Interested In ~shp/f{esid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
Secondary Schoo 1 SttXJents Children 
College/Universitty SttXJents Ethnic 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY Nl\fvlE: ~A 1 i ster Aud i tori un 
Seating: 2000 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
45' X 35' # Dress'g Rooms: 5 Stage: 
Capacity: 100 Floor: Dance floor over w:::>oo 
t{)TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: M:m:>ri a l Aud i tori un 
Seating: 5000 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
# Dress'g Roans: 12 Stage: 45' X 35' 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
ootels. 
300 Floor: Dance floor over w:::>oo 
Performances annually at Piccolo Spoleto and dance festivals. we also perfonn at 
amphitheatres, trade shows and out-door functions. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CENTAAL WESLEYAN CQLEGE 
*******••······························· 
Central vesleyan College 
!EpartJrent of M.Js i c 
Central 29630 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
THEATRE 
VISlJI.L ARTS 
BLIX.lET It-FO: 
FEES PAID: 
wrrent Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1975 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attemance 
B(X)<ING INFO: 
14 
14 
1 
1000 
Planning MJs. :January - March 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
6500 
200 
200 
200 
1500 
CONTACT: Darryl Jachens 
803/639-2453 
COUNTY: PICKEl'S 
Jfill_ 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 850 
5500 
8~ 
1500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Christopher Berg 
Bob Jones lhiversity 
Grace Freanan 
Present'g MJs.: 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
POETRY 
Septenber - fli:Jri l 
Foreign Artists? Nbt Interested Wkshp/Resid? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
Children Secondary School Students 
College/Universitty Students 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress' g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
OOTES: 
Folger Auditorium 
450 
3 
15 
Lecture Hall 
0 
0 
0 
Type: rru l t i -purpose auditorium w/ stage no fly loft 
Stage: 34' X 14'6" X 11' 
Floor: Concrete 
Type: lecture hall with penmanent stage 
Stage: 
Floor: 
CHARLESTON BALLET THEATKE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
281 Meeting Street 
Charleston 29401 
DISC ffiESENTED: 01\f\CE 
Bl.DGET Il'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform 1 g GrOJps 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 0 
# Diff Art/Co 1s 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO<I NG INFO: 
Pl anni ng fvbs. : 
0 
0 
0 
0 
lCXXX) 
CONTACT: Patricia Cantv.ell 
803/723-7334 
COUNTY : CKJ.\RLESTON 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 0 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present 1g fvbs.: 
0 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roons: 
Capacity: 
I'DTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g R0011s: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Dock Street Theatre 
400 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Gaillard Auditorium 
2734 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
traditional proscenium theatre w/ loft space 
33 1811 X 50'1'1 X 38 1611 
\tJ<XI 
multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
50 1 X 42 1 X 30 1 
\tJ<XI 
CHARL[STON CIVIC BALLET 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 262 
01arleston 29402 
DISC ffiESENTED: 1}(\t'(;E 
BlffiET INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1980 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff kt/Co's 
# Resid/WKshps 
Attemance 
BOQ<I NG I i'fO: 
7 
2 
0 
400) 
scmo 
0 
6000 
0 
55000 
CONTACT: Jeff Satinoff 
003/722-8779 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
Previous Yr Prog $ 10000 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
1500J 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Ed ....a rd Vi 11 e 11 a 
Joffrey II 
Ballet 
[lliJ.[E 
Present'g Mos.: September- April Planning Mos.:Janua~- Februa~ 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Foreign ktists? Interested In 
ALDIEt'CES: (£neral Audience 
*******AAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
capacity: 
I'()TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'{)TES: 
lbck Street Theatre 
463 Type: 
2 Stage: 
30 Floor: 
Gaillard Auditorium 
2734 Type: 
7 Stage: 
130 Floor: 
traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
33'8" X 50'1" X 38'6" 
Sprung v.ocx! 
multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
50' X 42' X 30' 
Sprung v.ocx! 
CHARLESTON CONCERT ASSOCIATION 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 743 
01arleston 29402 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
BLIXJET li'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 200000 
Solo Artists $ 4000 
Perfonm'g Groups 4000 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for One 50000 
Presenting Since 1962 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterrlance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
5 
5 
0 
12500 
CONTACT: Jason Nichols 
003/722-7667 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
Previous Yr Prog 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra 
NY City National Opera Co. 
$ 175m) 
MUSIC 
OPERA 
Present'g Mos.: October- April Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEf'CES: G:!neral Audience 
Seconda~ School Students 
College/Universitty Students 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress' g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Gaillard Auditorium 
2734 Type: 
5 Stage: 
20 Floor: 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
Ethnic 
rrulti-purpose auditorium w/fly loft space 
50' X 42' X 30' 
Sprung WJod 
CHARLESTON COUNTY PARK & RECREATION ca1~ 
**************************************** 
COOACT: Dlvid Bennett 
861 Riverland Drive 803/762-2172 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
Charleston 29412 
DISC ffiESENrED: DA.NCE 
MUSIC JAZZ 
PUPPETRY 
BLOGET HfO: Current Y r Pr()j $ 7000 
200 
0 
0 
500 
Previous Yr Pr()j $ 5000 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform' g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
to 
to 
to 
$ 500 
0 
0 
Presenting Since 1979 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
# Perfs Last Yr lO 
# Diff Art/Co's 10 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO<I NG I f'f"O : 
Present'g Mos.: All Year Planning Mbs.:May- July 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIE~ES: (£neral A.Jdience 
Children 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: ~s Island County Pari< 
Seating: 0 Type: outdoor CJll)hi theatre or concert shell 
# Dress'g Rooms: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
NOTES: Future site of outdoor crrphitheatre. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Palrretto Island County Pari< 
Seating: 0 Type: other 
# Dress 'g Roans : 0 Stage: 20' X 15' X 6" 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
t{)TES: l'b specific dressing roans, but can be arranged. 
Cl-tARLESTON FOLK, INC. 
**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA**** 
P.O. Box 570 
Sullivan 1S Island 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
COO ACT: Laura Katz Parenteau 
803/883-9590 
C()JtffY: CHI\RLESTON 
BLDGET INFO: Current Yr Prog $ 17000 Previoos Yr Prog $ 0 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 200 to $ 700 
Perfonm 1g Groops 400 to 1000 
Residencies/Wksh 0 to 0 
Largest for One 1500 
Presenting Since 1982 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 14 
# Diff Art/Co 1s 14 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 3000 
BOO<I NG I t'f"O: 
Planning Mos.:June- July; Februa~- March Present 1g Mos.: September- June 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
ALDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
~ College/University Students Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
f()TES: 
Garden Theatre 
600 
5 
0 
Type: thrust stage theatre 
Stage: 28 1 X 32 1 X 15 1 
Fl oar: WJcxl 
CITY OF COLUMBIA PARKS & RECREATION DEPT 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
1932 Calhoun Street 
Columbia 29201 
CONTACT: Laddie Riley 
803/733-8331 
WJNTY: RICHL.At() 
NOTES: We always have a rain date or rain location in the event of inclement weather. 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
BLIXJET Irf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Pe rfonn 1 g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CX!e 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co Is 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
3 
3 
0 
3(XX) 
BOO<ING INFO: 
Pl anni ng tkls. : rt>verter - April 
Block Booking? 
ALD I Et'CES: Cenera 1 Audience 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAK**** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
***A A A A A AA AA A A A AA A·lrl< 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Rocms: 
Capacity: 
f'{)TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Earlew::>od Pa rk 
lCXX) 
0 
0 
M:m:::>rial 
4000 
0 
0 
Park 
Riverfront Park 
2CXX) 
0 
0 
2mJ 
0 
300 
0 
1600J 
Previous Yr Prog $ 1500) 
to $ 180 
to 10000 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Betty Carter 
RCJnS ey Lewi s 
The Ki ngboys 
JW.Z 
JAil 
MUSIC 
Present 1 g M::ls. : May - O:::tober 
Wkshp/ Resi d? Foreign Artists? rt>t Interestej 
College/University Students 
Type: outdoor aT\) hi theatre or concert she 11 
Stage: 30 1 X 90 1 
Fl oor: Ce:rent 
Type: other 
Stage: Flexible 
Floor: Portable Stage 
Type: other 
Stage: 24 1 X 24 1 
Floor: Wood stage w/ astroturf Capacity: 
t()TES: Use recreat i ona 1 vehicles as dressing roans in our parks, when required. 
CLEMSON LNIV. DEPT. a: PEKF"ffiMING ARTS 
***h4444444444A444444444AAAA4444AAAA4444 
717 Strode Tover 
Clenson 29634 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
CONTACT: Clifton Egan 
803/656-3043 
COJNTY: PICKErt:> 
BLDGET Il'fO: Current Yr Prog $ 87660 Previ oos Yr Prog $ 51891 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 3500 to $ 0 
Perfonm'g Groups 3500 to 16000 
Residencies/Wksh 0 to 0 
Largest for Ole 22lXXl 
Presenting Since 1949 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 Beverly Hoch MUSIC 
# Oiff Art/Co's 5 Eastman Brass MUSIC 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 Budapest Symphony MUSIC 
Attendance 2500 
BOO<ING INFO: 
Planning Mos.:September- Janua~ Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? rt.Jt Interested Wkshp/Resid? rt.Jt Interested Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
~ College/University Students 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t-DTES: 
Tillman Auditorium 
855 
4 
100 
Type: thrust stage theatre 
Stage: 40' X 30' 
Floor: Battleship linoleum 
COASTAL CONCERT ASSOCIATION 
······································** 
P.O. Box 9 
Myrtle Beach 29578 
DISC ffiESENTED: MJSIC 
BUDGET li'FO: 
FEES PAID: 
CI-W13ER MUSIC 
lliEA"ffiE 
Current Y r Prog $ 53(XX) 
Solo Artists $ 3000 
Perfonn'g Groups 6(XX) 
Residencies/Wksh 450 
Largest for CXle 26(XX) 
Presenting Since 1971 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I NG Itf"O: 
5 
5 
2 
scm 
CONTACT: BrOW1 Bradley 
803/497-2715 
COJNTY: f-ffiRY 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 15000 
26ffi) 
to 2000 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Leona Mitchell 
Vienna Boys Choir 
Cl1io Ballet 
$ 52lXXl 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
BALLET 
Planning Mos.:June- November (previous year) Present'g Mos.: October- April 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
College/Lhiversity Students Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY I'W-1E: f1yrtle Beach High X:hool Auditoriun 
Seating: 200U Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
# Dress'g Roans: 5 Stage: 78' X 60' X 30' 
Capacity: 100 Floor: Vbod 
t()TES: l'€w, fully-equipped auditoriun; excellent accoustics, very goo::1 sound syst811. Orchestra 
pit for 35-40 piece orchestra. 
---------------------------------------
COKER CO...LEGE 
**************************************** 
College Avenue 
Hartsville 29550 
DISC FRESENTED: TI-IEATRE 
DA.NCE 
VISIJ!\1... ARTS 
BLDGET I f'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for 01e 
Presenting Since 1915 
TOTALS: 
1(XXX) 
100 
150 
700 
3500 
COOACT: Malcolm C. lbubles 
803/332-1381 
COUNTY: DARLINGTON 
MUSIC 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 1000 
to 3500 
to 2500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
$ 1CXXD 
# Perfs Last Yr 25 Nlli Shakespeare THEATRE 
# Diff Art/Co's 20 H.mgerian Film Service FII.Jv1 
# Resid/Wkshps 11 Columbia Symphony MUSIC 
Attendance 2500 
BOO<If\G INFO: 
Planning Mos.:Janua~- May (previous year) Present'g Mos.: September- May 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALOIEI'[ES: G:!neral Audience Seconda~ School Stl.dents 
~ College/University Students 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Charles W. Coker Auditoriun 
Seating: 362 Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Hard WJOO 
NOTES: Multiple dressing roams; limited technical. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roams: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 'g RoaTE : 
Hartsville Center Theatre 
861 Type: 
3 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
34' X 24'7" X 34' 
Hard Y-DOO 
tt1argaret Coker Lawton M.Jsic Recital Hall 
0 Type: recital hall 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Hard w::>OO Capacity: 
t()TES: Multiple dressing roams; limited technical. 
COL. ACTIVITIES BD. -COL. OF CHARLESTu~ 
**************************************** 
Stern Student Center 
College of Charleston 
Charleston 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
THEA mE 
29424 
BUtUT Itf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for (})e 
Presenting Since 1985 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<It'(; INFO: 
11 
8 
3 
2500 
11542 
1500 
1500 
0 
5000 
CONTACT: Jane Sni th 
803/792-5726 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
VISIJ!\L .ARTS 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 3800 
to 5000 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Leon Bates/Joanne Rile 
Harvi Griffin/George Britton 
Authorized Personnel 
$ 16300 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
THEA mE 
Planning Mos.:August- June Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Ethnic 
College/University Students 
**************~* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Physicians Auditorium 
Seating: 500 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/1 oft space 
# Dress' g Rocms: 0 Stage: 75' X 25' X 60' 
Capacity: o Floor: WJoo 
NOTES: Classroons or rest rocm:; used as dressing rocm:;. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Rocms: 
Capacity: 
rtJTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
1'DTES: 
Hall Simons Recital 
200 
0 
Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 60' X 20' X 50' 
0 Floor: WJoo 
Stern Center Ba 11 roan 
300 Type: other 
0 Stage: 40' X 10' X 20' 
0 Floor: Parquet floor/portable stage 
COLLMBIA COLLECE 
~~~~~*~*****~~*******~****************** 
Colurbia College 
Colunbia 29203 
COOACT: ~g r-tlean 
803/786-3783 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
NOTES: In general the events presented at Columbia College are selected by each department as an 
integral part of the acad~nic progran. 
DISC ffiESENTED: THEATRE 
MUSIC OANCE 
Bl..OG:T INFO: Current Yr Pro~ $ 0 Previous Yr Prog $ 0 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 0 to $ 0 
Perfonn'9 Groups 0 to 0 
Residencies/Wksh 0 to 0 
Largest for One 0 
Presenting Since 1885 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 8 Steve Harris MIME 
# Diff Art/Co's 6 Stephanie Skura OAJ£E 
# Resid/Wkshps 2 Daniel Pollack MUSIC 
Attendance 0 
BOO< I NG INFO : 
Planning t1Js.:Year Round Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Nbt Interested 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen e College/University Stl.dents Ethnic 
*******~************ 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
****** ~ * * ~ * * ~ ******* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Ores s ' g Roans : 
Capacity: 
f'DTES: 
Concert Ha 11 
240 
0 
0 
Cottinghan Theatre 
376 
2 
12 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/l oft space 
Stage: 44 ' X 20' X 22' 
Fl oor : W'Joo 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 58' X 35' X 45' 
Floor: Y.boo 
COLOOIA CQLElE DAI'tE DEPAAlMHIT 
**************************************** 
Co 1 urui a Co 11 eye 
Coluruia 29203 
COO ACT: Libby PatenaLde 
803/786-3847 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
t()TES: re do very specific progrimTling in avant guarde dance. The dance depart:rrent does not pre-
sent musicals, musicians or theatrical presentations. 
DISC ffiESENTED: !Jl\[I[E 
BLDGET Il'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1979 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<!~ If'fO: 
8 
5 
5 
1500 
6axxJ 
1500 
300J 
1500 
10000 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 5500 
to 10000 
to 1CXXXl 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Kathy Rose 
Stephanie Skura and Campa~ 
Blondell Cummings 
$ 55000 
Planning Mos.:Year Round Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreiyn Artists? NJt Interested 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
College/Lhiversity StLdents e 
AAAAAAAAkAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()lES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Ores s ' g Roans : 
Capacity: 
t()lES: 
Cottingham Theatre 
375 Type: traditional proscenilm theatre w/ 1 oft space 
2 Sta9e: 58' X 32' X 45' 
8 Floor: ~oo 
G:xibo 1 d StLd i o Theatre 
125 Type: 
1 Stage: 
3 Floor: 
traditional proscenilm theatre w/loft space 
27' X 18' X 19' 
Suspended w::>oo 
CX)LL.MBIA MUSIC FESTI VN.. ASSOCIATION 
**************************************** 
1132 Bu 11 Street 
Columbia 29201 
CONTACT: Karen TI1CJJ1]SOO 
803/771-6303 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
~TES: M:iny of the CMFA perforTTances are tar:x=d by SCETV arx.l Radio for rebroadcast. 
DISC ffiESENTED: OPERA 
BlffiET IT'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC 11-IEATRE 
Jftll 
Current Yr Prog $ 850000 
Solo Artists $ 75 
Perfonm 1g Groups 8500 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for Ole 75(XX) 
Presenting Since 1897 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs l.dst Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterx.lance 
BOO<ING Itf"O: 
38 
16 
7 
5cxm 
to 
to 
to 
BALLET 
MUSIC 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 15000 
27500 
4500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Columbia Lyric Opera 
Colunbia Dance Theatre 
NY City Opera Na.t 11 Co. 
$ 725Cm 
OPERA 
[)/.\liCE 
OPERA 
Planning Mos.:Up to 2 years in advance Present 1g Mos.: Year Rourx.l 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Currently 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
Secondary School Students Cr1ildren 
College/Universitty Students Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY ~~: - usc 
Seating: 
Fraser Hall 
0 Type: meeting or convention hall or sports arena 
# Dress 1g Rocrns: 
Capacity: 
~TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY ~~E: 
Seating: 
# Dress 19 Roans: 
Capacity: 
~TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roons: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Gambre 11 Ha 11 - USC 
0 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Keenan Theatre 
800 
3 
0 
Type: 
Stage: 
Floor: 
meeting or convention hall or sports arena 
traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Rooms: 
Capacity: 
NJTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Rcx:rns: 
Capacity: 
NJTES: 
Koger Center 
2136 
16 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 30'-54' X 40' X 18' -30' 
0 Floor: 
Township Auditoriun 
3270 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
9 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
CCMv1IITEE Fffi AFRO MRICAN HIST. CESERV 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 1507 
317 Gilbert Street 
C£orgetoW1 
DISC ffiESENrED: Mf'CE 
THEATRE 
JflZZ 
29442 
BlffiET If'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1978 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 14 
# Diff Art/Co's 8 
# Resid/Wkshps 2 
Attendance 0 
BOO<ING Ir-f"O: 
6700) 
150 
100 
450 
1200) 
CONTACT: Barbara ft.lell 
803/546-1974 
COUNTY: GEffiGETINJN 
POETRY 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 3500 
to 12000 
to 10500 
REPRESENrATIVE ARTISTS: 
S't€et 1-bney 
Chuck Davis 
Ell a Jenkins 
$ 47000 
MUSIC 
Mf'CE 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:April -August 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present ' g Mos • : January - ~cffilber 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Secondary School Students 
Children 
Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress' g Rooffi: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roo.ns: 
Dreankeepers Comunity Cult. Arts Center 
80 Type: other 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Carpet over concrete 
f-bward Center for Arts 
1012 Type: rrulti-purpose auditorillTl w/stage no fly loft 
2 Stage: 
70 Floor: Wood Capacity: 
t{)TES: 1-bward Center for the Arts is an old school auditorillTl refurnished for canrunity perfor-
mances. The dressing rooT6 used are renovated gym locker roans. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Rocm;: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
R ice M..J sellTl 
150 
0 
0 
Type: other 
Stage: 
Floor: Ulk 
CON.-JAY -Mil. IN smEET USA 
kkkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAk*******AAAAAAAA 
203 M:1i n Street 
Conway 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
Jflll 
29526 
BUOO:T lrf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm'g Grou~s 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1987 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 2 
# Di ff Art/Co's 4 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 1500 
BCO< I NG I l'f"O : 
44000 
0 
300 
0 
1275 
CONTACT: Elizabeth P. Stevens 
803/248-6260 
COJNTY: fffiRY 
CI-W13ER MUSIC 
PreviOLIS Yr Prog 
to $ 0 
to 1275 
to 0 
REffiESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
01appe lear MJs i cal Group 
Roger Panberton QJartet 
Leisure 
$ 42000 
JfJZZ 
Jflll 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:Janua~- September 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present'g Mos.: March- April; August 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? 
ALD I Et'CES: G:!nera l Audience 
01ildren 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
SPACE/FACILITY ~~E: First United Methodist 01urch 
Seating: 500 Type: other 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
~TES: Rest roans used as dressing roans 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Kingston Presbyterian 01urch 
Seating: 300 Type: other 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
~TES: Rest rooTE used as dressing roans 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Riverfront Area ( C>Jtdoor) 
Seating: 7500 Type: other 
# Dress 'g Roans : 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
~TES: Rest rooTE used as dressing roans 
DAALINGTON CO. CULT. REALIS'-1 CCM>LEX,INC 
******************K********************* 
P.O. Box 243 
114 Coker Street 
Darlington 
DISC ffiESENTElJ: 
29532 
BLDGET INFO: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform' g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for D1e 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Ldst Yr 0 
# Diff Art/Co's 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
1300<1 NG I l'fO: 
Planning MJs. : 
Block Booking? 
ALDIE1'tES: 1£neral Audience 
SPACE/FN:ILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Koons: 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
A.Jd i tori un 
200 
0 
0 
25CXX) 
200 
700 
500 
20CXJ 
CONTACT: Wilhelmina P. Johnson 
803/393-7052 
C()JNTY: MRL I f'{)TON 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 400 
to 1000 
to 700 
REffiESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present'g MJs.: 
$ 28CXX) 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreiyn Artists? 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriLJn w/stage no fly loft 
Staye: 
F 1 oo r : W::>cx:l 
ERSKINE CQLEt1: FINE AATS DEPAATMENT 
**************************************** 
Box 101 
Erskine College 
!lJe rest 
DISC PRESENTELJ: MUSIC 
mEATRE 
29639 
BLIXlET Il'f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 5500 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 500 
Perfonm 1g Groups 500 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for Ole 2300 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
3 
15 
0 
5!ll 
CONTACT: Wilbur N. Reares, Jr. 
803/379-8855 
CCXJNTY: MBEVILLE 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 1800 
to 2300 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
f-Jeri tage Charber Players 
Rob Inglis 
N:l.tional (pera Co. 
4500 
CW'M3ER MUSIC 
THEATRE 
OPERA 
Planning MJs. :January~rch 
Block Booking? 
Present 1g MJs.: September~y 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Lesesne Auditorium 
700 
2 
10 
t>'erorial 
200 
2 
16 
Hall 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
College/University Students 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditorium w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 34 1 X 24 1 X 17 1 
Fl oor: \-boo 
Type: recital hall 
Stage: 26 1 X 20 1 X 20 1 
Fl oor: \-boo 
FAI~FIELO COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 185 
Winnsboro 29180 
DISC ffiESENrED: t1JSIC 
MUSIC THEATRE 
BLDGET Il'f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform' g Groups 
Residencies/~(Sh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 
# Diff Art/Co's 0 
# Resid(Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO<ING Irf"O: 
Planning Mos.: April -May 
Block Booking? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
3600 
0 
0 
0 
0 
COO ACT: Phi 1 i p D. Burnes 
803/635-2320 
CllJNTY: FAIRFIELD 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 3500 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Wkshp/Resid? 
Present'g Mos.: September- June 
Foreign Artists? 
Children 
FINE ARTS ASSOCIATION 
~~*****~******************************** 
758 Eden Terrace 
Rock Hill 
DISC FRESENTED: CPERA 
[)l\fi(E 
29730 
Bl..JIHT INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 65500 
Solo Artists $ 0 
Perform'g Groups 4500 
Residencies/Wksh 317 
Largest for One 15000 
Presenting Since 1975 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterx:tance 
BCO<I NG I l'f"O: 
38 
20 
33 
3500 
COOACT: Lois J. Veronen 
003/327-6247 
COUNTY: YORK 
to 
to 
to 
MUSIC 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 15000 
8500 
1350 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charlotte Symphony 
r-bdem Jazz QJartet 
Glk land Ballet 
$ 52500 
MUSIC 
Jftll_ 
BALLET 
Planning Mos.:September- April 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present'g Mos.: October- April 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEf'CES: G:!neral Audience 
College/University Students 
Ethnic 
Senior Citizen 
Olildren 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Byrnes Auditorium 
Seating: 3500 Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 50' X 33' X 30' 
Capacity: 0 Fl oor: Sprung Vl)OO 
NOTES: No dressing roons but space is available 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g R()(Jf6: 
Capacity: 
I'{)TES: 
Rock Hill 
0 
0 
0 
School Auditoriuns 
Type: multi-purpose auditorium w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 
Floor: 
FINE AATS CENTER IF KERSHAW COUNTY 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 1498 
Canden 29020 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
CONTACT: t'bree Boyd-Leopard 
803/432-0473 
COONTY: KERSK£\W 
MI'CE THEATRE 
BUOO::T lr'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ore 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co 1S 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I NG I l'fO : 
8 
8 
0 
0 
23800 
500 
3000 
0 
6000 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 7r:IJ 
6000 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Great Vaudvi ll e Sho.v 
A.Jstin Or Tap 
Ba l t inure Dance 
9000 
Planning Mos.:April -July Present 1 g Mos.: O:tober - March 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
College/University Students 
Secondary School Students 
Senior Citizen 
***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
****AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
C3.rrrlen High School 
1200 
0 
0 
- Phelps Auditoriun 
Type: multi-purpose auditorium w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 
Fl oo r: \obJd 
Fine Arts Center Auditorium 
350 Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
0 Stage: 
0 Fl oor: W:>oo 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
FINE AATS COOCIL CF Sl..MfER 
*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P .0. t3ox :>47 
Sunter 29151 
DISC FRESENTEO: MJS IC 
Bl..(X;ET If'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC ll1EA1RE 
Current Yr Prog $ 12croo 
Solo Artists $ 5000 
Perfonn 1g Groups 12000 
Residencies/Wksh 2500 
Largest for 01e 60000 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co Is 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attemance 
BOO< I f'll I f'fO: 
Planning MJs.: 
9 
9 
1 
2750 
CONTACT: Sue Pitts 
803/775-5580 
COONTY: SLMTrn 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 20000 
to 60000 
to 8850 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Mancini & SC Phil 
Vienna Choir Boys 
"tv'e and t>y Gi r 1" 
$1())U) 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MUSIC ll1EATRE 
Present 1g MJs.: October- March 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/ FACILITY NAME: Exhibition Center 
Seating: 4000 Type: other 
# Dress 1g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
NJTES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: QJera f-buse 
Seating: 600 Type: other 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
t'{)TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Patriot K:lll 
Seating: 1017 Type: other 
# Dress 1g R()(]T6: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
t'{)TES: 
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 582 
650 Surrrers N.E. 
Orangeburg 29115 
COO ACT: Susan 1-anbree 
803/534-crns 
C()JNTY: ffiAN(l:BURG 
l'llTES: \te have 5 concerts a year with at least 1 of those by our CN¥1 choir. 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
BLDGET Il'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
Current Yr Pro;,J $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform' g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
5 
5 
0 
500 
BOO<ING I~O: 
1150 
200 
200 
0 
1000 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 
to $ 500 
to 1000 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Christopher Berg 
Mark G:iiner 
1ro:J 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
Planning M::Js. :July - Septenber 
Block Booking? 
Present' g MJs.: January - May; Septenber - ~cenber 
Wkshp/Resid'? Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Olildren 
Senior Citizen 
SPACE/FACILITY NM~: First Presbyterian Church Orangeburg 
Seating: 250 Type: other 
# Dress'g RoOT6: 2 Stage: 
15 Floor: Carpet Capacity: 
r-DTES: Sanctuary has choirloft, pipe organ but no balcony. 
FIRST PRESBYTERIA~ CHURCH CONCERT SERIES 
*******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAA 
1300 N. Kings Hi ghYiiy 
P .0. &>x 1306 
Myrt l e Beach 
DISC ffiESENTElJ: MUSIC 
29577 
Crw13ER MJSIC 
BLDGET If'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g Groups 
Residencies/v.A<.sh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1985 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff flrt/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
5 
5 
0 
1600 
3500 
250 
450 
0 
7r:JJ 
COOACT: BrCMl Bra::lley 
803/448-4496 
COJNTY: fffiRY 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 750 
7r:JJ 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Pa lfll2tto Brass 
C£rald Ranck 
Charleston Pro-MUsica 
4400 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Planning t4Ds.:April -August 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present 1 g M::Js. : 0:: tober - Ma rd1 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIENCES: General Audience 
College/University Students 
Senior Citizen 
leA A A A AA A A lrk-k*AA AA AA It 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: First Presbyterian Church 
Seating: 450 Type: other 
# Dress 1g Rooms: 3 Stage: 18 1 X 15 1 
Capacity: 10 Floor: Vbod 
~TES: OJr sanctuary is being enlarged throughout August 1989-July 1990. All concerts will be 
in the Concert Hall • 
*****~k*AAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans : 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
First Presbyterian Church Auditoriun 
400 Type: recital hall 
3 Stage: 16 1 X 13 1 
10 F1 oor: W:xld 
FIWCIS t'1AAI{)Il CQLE(L ARTIST SEIUES 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAk*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkAA 
Department of Fine Arts 
Francis Marion College 
Florence 
DISC ffiESENTED: lHEATRE 
DANCE 
MUSIC 
29501 
Bl.DGET Ir-f"O: wrrent Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1970 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 
# Di ff Art/Co's 5 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Atterdance 1500 
BOO< I NG I f'fO: 
Planning t'bs. :Decenber - February 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
******************** 
12800 
0 
700 
0 
3500 
COOACT: D.C. Sanderson 
803/661-1533 
COONTY: FLCRENCE 
to 
to 
to 
OPERA 
FILJ1 
Previous Yr Prog $ 100JJ 
$ 0 
3500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
t-at i ona 1 ~ra ~any OPERA 
African-American Dance Ensemble DANCE 
1-eritage Olarber Players MUSIC 
Present'g Mos.: Septenber- April 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
College/University Stlk:lents 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Kassab Recital 
150 
Hall 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
******************** 
2 
20 
Type: recital hall 
Stage: 30' X 15' X 25' 
Floor: Wood over s 1 ab 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: rvtreir Science Building Auditoriun 
Seating: 
# Dress 'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
500 Type: ITl.Jlti-purpose alk:litoriun w/stage no fly loft 
2 Stage: 41' X 30' X 16' 
30 Floor: Wood over hung joists 
FRIPP ISLAND F~IENDS OF MUSIC 
AkkkkAAkAAkkkkAkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
COOACT: MJriel 1-brovitz 
724 Seahorse Road 803/838-2728 
C()JNTY: BEAlFffiT 
Fripp Island 29920 
DISC ffiESENfED: MJSIC 
JllJ.Z MUSIC THEA1RE 
THEATRE 
BlffiET INfO: Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groops 
7150 
350 
750 
0 
3()X) 
Previous Yr Prog $ 6450 
FEES PAID: 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1982 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
OOl<.I NG I WO : 
5 
5 
0 
8~ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 1500 
1500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Troika Balalaikas 
Delphin & Romain 
Loonis McGlohon Trio 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Planning M:>s. :February - SeptEmber 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present 1g M:>s.: September- May 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Fripp Island Beach Club 
Seating: 30U Type: other 
# Dress 1g Roans: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
t{)TES: Final perfonnance given ootdoors at beach club ~th audiences sitting on collapsible 
chairs or on lawn area. 
**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans : 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Fripp Island Canrunity Centre 
160 Type: other 
1 Stage: 20 1 X 19 1 
5 Floor: Carpet 
(Effill:TO..JN COLNTY ARTS Ca+1ISSIQ~ 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P .0. Box 2016 
C£orgetov.n 29442 
CONTACT: Susie Sho.-man 
803/546-9449 
COJNTY: (Effi~Tu.JN 
NOTES: The Georgetown County Arts Commission is not a programming entity. This commission brings 
groups into C£orgetown Co. only to fill a void. 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
THEATRE [)).N:E 
Bl..JIXI:T INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g tfoups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Res i d/Wksllps 
Attendance 
BOJ<ING Irf"O: 
7 
7 
3 
0 
6000 
125 
125 
l(XX) 
8000 
Previous Yr Prog 
to 
to 
to 
$ 500 
500 
3CXXl 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charleston Symphony Orchestra 
f-bward Jay 
t€w WJrld Theatre 
Present I g Mos. : any 
$ 15000 
MUSIC 
THEATRE 
MEDIA ARTS 
Planning Mos.:6- 9 months ahead 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
Foreign Artists? Not Interested 
ALDIEN:ES: General Audience 
Seconda~ School Students 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: GeorgetOWl High Schoo 1 Aud i tori Llll 
Seating: 1000 Type: rrulti-purpose auditoril.lll w/stage no fly loft 
# Dress 1g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: ~ 
NOTES: We also use three outdoor parks for presenting. 
**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
f-bward Auditoril.lll 
1000 
4 
0 
Type: nulti-purpose auditoril.lll w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 
Floor: Ybod 
ffiEE r-w:lli PERF ffiMI t'(J AATS 
***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Box 6044 
Larxler College 
CreenWJOd 
DISC ffiESENTED: MJSIC 
Mf'CE 
29649 
BU\n:T If'fO: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g tfoups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1946 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 5 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 3000 
BCXl<I NG I tf"O: 
42600 
0 
4000 
0 
10XJO 
CONTACT: Jlnn B. rem 
803/229-8326 
COJNTY: ffiEE~())) 
THEATRE 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 10000 
to 8500 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Eugene Istanin 
Prague Chamber Orchestra 
Nadj a Sal emo-Sonnenberg 
$ 44500 
MUSIC 
M.JSIC 
MUSIC 
Present 1 g MJs. : Septenber - May Planning MJs. :rtwenber - January 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEt'CES: G=neral Audience 
College/University Students 
***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
Lander Cultural 
700 
2 
75 
Center 
Type: 
Stage: 
Floor: 
Senior Citizen 
traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
45 1 X 33 1 X 28 1611 
Sprung Vl)OO 
HILTON HE.AD [)Jl.J~Ct THEATRE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAK******* 
22 Bateau Road 
Hilton read 29928 
CONTACT: M:1 rc i a M:lll ett 
803/671-6300 
COJNfY: BEALFCRT 
DISC PRESENTED: BALLET 
BLOSET Il'fO: Current Yr Prog $ 3lXm PreviOJs Yr Prog $ 26500 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 250 to $ 2500 
Perfonn'g Groups 2500 to 25200 
Residencies/Wksh 0 to 0 
Largest for 01e 25200 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE .ARTISTS: 
#Perfs Last Yr 4 Ohio Ballet BALLET 
# Diff Art/Co's 3 Columbia City Ballet BALLET 
# Resid/Wkshps 2 Suzanne Lownesbury & Lee Thompson BALLET 
Attendance 3100 
BOO<. I NG I f'f"O: 
Planning r-bs. :M:ly - .August/ Year Round Present' g r-bs. : O:tober, ~canber, February, M:ly 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
~ Secondary School Students 01ildren 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Hilton Head Comunity Playhouse 
Seating: 240 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/ loft space 
# Dress 'g RoOT6 : 4 Stage: 48' X 28' X 14' 
150 Floor: Ballet Flooring Capacity: 
r()TES: Dressing roans made fran converted VB rehouse space. 
HILTO'l HEJID ISL. INSTITLJTE FCR THE ARTS 
**************************************** 
43 Scarborough Head Road 
Hilton Head Island 29928 
DISC PRESENrED: MUSIC 
BlffiET I r-FO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for 01e 
Presenting Since 1976 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 4 
# Di ff N't/CD Is 4 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 1800 
Bro<ING Il'fO: 
Planning Mos.:May- July 
~lock Booking? Currently 
ALDIEr-LES: t£neral Audience 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r-DTES: 
f-bte 1 
800 
0 
0 
ball roan 
250.)) 
2000 
1500 
0 
1500) 
CONTACT: M=redith Aldrich 
803/681-7656 
COJf'ITY: BEAlFCRT 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 10000 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENrATIVE ARTISTS: 
Roger Wi 11 i CJTE 
Benny Kim 
Stee 1 Bandits 
$ 2cm:J 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
Present 1 g Mos.: O:::tober - NJvenber; January - February 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Inte~csted In 
Type: hote 1 ba 11 roan with pemanent stage 
Stage: Varies 
Floor: Risers 
----~----~ 
HILTON HEM JJlll SOCIETY 
**********************X***************** 
P.O. Box 6705 
Hilton read 
COOACT: G=rry lberring 
803/785-&360 
COJNTY: BEALFffiT 
NOTES: We present a live jazz concert featuring regional artists on the first sunday of each 
month. We also book ~or jazz artists when they tour in our area (5 to 8 a year). 
DISC ffiESEI'ITED: f1\f'CE 
JAZZ 
BLDGET I l'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 30000 
Solo Artists $ 1500 
Perfonn'g Groups 2500 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for One 50CD 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterx:lance 
BOO<! NG I tf"O: 
20 
20 
0 
scm 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 3500 
5CXXl 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Ben Tucker & Friends 
TOOlllY lbrsey Orchestra 
Ykx>dy H=nna.n 
$ 25CXXl 
JflJ..Z 
BAf\D MUSIC 
BA~ MUSI C 
Planning Mos.:Year Round Present'g Mos.: Year Round 
Block Booking? Not Interested \~kshp/Resid? Not Interested Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEf'CES: G=neral Audience 
College/University Students 
Senior Citizen 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
tVTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Rooms: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
Hilton read Inn 
800 
0 
0 
Wingo's 
320 
0 
0 
Type: hotel ballroan with pennanent stage 
Stage: Large ballroan to risers 
Floor: Tile and carpet 
Type: restaurant or nightclub with pennanent stage 
Stage: S1a 11 
Floor: Tile and carpet 
HILTON HEAD ORCHESTRA 
207 Marriott Center 
Hilton Head Island 
DISC ffiESENITD: MUSIC 
29928 
COO ACT: Will is Shay 
803/842-2055 
C()JNTY: BEALfffiT 
Bl.DGET INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Pe rfonn 1 g Groops 
75850 
500 
500 
0 
Hill 
to 
to 
to 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 80000 
$ 1000 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atteooance 
BOO<I NG I tf"O: 
10 
4 
CJ 
4CXXJ 
HXXl 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Carol All red 
!X>rothy & Miles Mauney 
Ying Yang 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? 
Present 1 g ~bs. : Q:tober - May 
ALDIEt-rES: Cfneral Audience 
Wksh~/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: First Presbyterian Church Sanctua~ 
Seating: 1000 Type: other 
# Dress 1g RoOT6: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
f()TES: Dressing roans available upon request. 
*******k*kk-kJc Jc Jc A A A A A 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g RoOT6 : 
Capacity: 
f()TES: 
Pops Concerts - Hotel Ballroom 
1000 Type: hotel ball roon with pennanent stage 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
LAKE CITY C(}MJil!TY n-tEATRE 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 726 
Lake City 29560 
DISC ffiESENfED: ll-1EATRE 
MUSIC ll-1EATRE 
Bli)GET I liFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Pe rfonn 1 g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1989 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff kt/Co 1S 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterx1ance 
BOO< I NG I rf"O: 
Planning Mos.: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1cxxx:J 
0 
0 
500 
0 
COOACT: Susanne H. ~n 
803/394-8008 
COJNTY: FLffiEI'tE 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 0 
0 
1500 
REPRESENfATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present 1 g Mos. : 
0 
Block Booking? W'kshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
Ali)IEI'tES: r£neral Audience 
******AkkkkkkkkkkkAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t¥JTES: 
**************~ 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Rooms: 
Capacity: 
t¥JTES: 
Blanding Street Auditoriun 
800 Type: 
2 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Elementa~ School #1 
300 Type: 
2 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
multi-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
multi-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
LAKE CITY CONCERT SE~IES 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Box477 
300 E. Mlin Street 
Lake City 
DISC ffiESENTEO: MJSIC 
[)!\t'{;E 
MAmE 
29560 
BLDGET Hf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1984 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff kt/Co 1s 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING HfO: 
11 
8 
0 
5200 
15500 
200 
500 
0 
4500 
COOACT: Betty B. Carter 
803/394-8946 
WJNTY: FLffiEt'CE 
Jftll 
PUPPElRY 
Previ oos Yr Prog 
to $ 400 
to 800 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charleston Symphony Orchestra 
Charleston Ballet Theatre 
Puppet Arts Theatre 
$ 13700 
MUSIC 
BALLET 
PUPPEmY 
Present 1 g Mos. : Septenber - May Planning Mos . :March- August 
Block Bookiny? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Not Interested Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEt'CES: General Audience Children 
****•··············* SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g ROOT6: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
***•················ SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Rooms: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Lake City Elementa(Y I 
450 Type: 
2 Stage: 
8 Floor: 
traditional prosceniun theatre wo/ loft space 
Approx. 28 1 X 14 1 X 14 1 
~00 
Lake City Presbyterian Church 
200 Type: other 
3 Stage: Approx. 16 1 
16 Floor: Vbod 
Lake City Prin1d(Y School 
800 Type: 
3 Stage: 
18 Floor: 
traditional prosceniun theatre W)/loft space 
Approx. 54 1 X 35 1 X 14 1 
~00 
l.A!'CASTER COUNTY COOCIL lf 11-IE ARTS 
***********************************K**** 
P .0. Box 613 
Lancaster 
DISC ffiESENTED: ll-lEA"ffit 
MUSIC 
29720 
BLDGET If'f"O: OJrrent Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1977 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 4 
# Diff Art/Co's 8 
# Resid/Wkshps 5 
Attendance 8000 
OOJ<I~ INFO: 
Planning Mos.:March- July 
28000 
525 
750 
50 
300J 
CONTACT: Jane Walker Wiley 
803/329-0103 
COJNTY: LANCASTrn 
Previous Yr Prog $ 7000 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
950 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Carolina Chord Company 
The Hi red Hands 
T~ Scott Young 
MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MATRE 
Present'g Mos.: Janua~- Decenber 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/ Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Not 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Ethnic 
Senior Citizen 
Olildren 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: .Andrew Jackson State Park 
Seating: 800 Type: outdoor arphi theatre or concert she 11 
# Dress 'g Roans : 2 Stage: 
Capacity: 10 Floor: l,txxj decking 
lnterestej 
NJTES: There is additional space available in the "tv'eeting f-buse" for perfonrers, but the loca-
tion is sooe distance fran the stage area. 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Community Roam (USC-Lancaster) 
Seating: 160 Type: rreeting or convention hall or sports arena 
# Dress 'g Roans : 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Carpet over concrete 
NJTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Steven's Auditoriun (USC-Lancaster) 
Seating: 230 Type: recital hall 
# Dress' g Roans : 2 Stage: 30' X 20' 
Capacity: 20 Floor: Hardw:xxl 
NJTES: 
LAIVER CCl.LE~ FINE ARTS DEPAAlMENT 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Lander College 
GreenWJOd 29649 
DISC PRESENTElJ: THEATRE 
BLOGET INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1987 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<! NG I t'f"O: 
6 
5 
5 
300 
Planning Mos.:Previous Year 
Block Booking? 
6000 
500 
0 
0 
1200 
CONTACT: Stephen Hart 
803/229-8323 
CCXJNTY: ffiEE~OOD 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 1200 
to 0 
to 1200 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Glyn 01Malley 
Bob Francesconi 
Genie Eaker-Martin 
4())) 
THEATRE 
THEA"ffiE 
Present 1g Mos.: August 23- May 1 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested !1 
ALDIEt'CES: General Audience 
College/University Students 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
SPACE/FN:ILITY NA.ME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roons : 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NA~: 
Seating: 
# Dress 19 Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Cultural 
700 
Center Auditoriun 
Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
60 1 X 40 1 X 40 1 2 
60 
Outdoor fu:atre 
l(XX) 
2 
30 
Recital 
100 
1 
10 
Hall 
Stage: 
Floor: Wood 
Type: outdoor anphitheatre or concert shell 
Stage: 40 1 X 20 1 
Floor: Concrete 
Type: recital hall 
Stage: 20 1 X 15 1 X 18 1 
Floor: Wood 
LALRENS CO ffiiOC Cf THE PIEOOI'IT JU3ILEE 
**************************************K* 
P.O. Box 519 
Laurens 29360 
DISC ffiESENTEl.): Mirre 
CONTACT: Mary P. W= 1 bom 
903/984-6312 
WJNTY: LALRENS 
Puppetry TI-!EATRE 
BUDCD HfU: Current Yr Prog $ 8500 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 0 
Perfonm•g Groups 0 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for Ole 1700 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING Hf"O: 
25 
20 
0 
50000 
Previous Yr Pr~ $ 
to $ 250 
to 1700 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Steve Harris 
Grey Sea 1 Puppets 
Flying Fettucini Brothers 
Present•g Mos.: May 
8000 
Mirre 
Pu~etry 
THEATRE 
Planning Mos.:Septenber- May 
Block Booking? Interested In Wksh~/Resid? NJt Interested Forei~n Artists? NJt Interested 
AUDIEr'CES: G=neral Audience 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Laurens County Court 1-buse ~uare 
Seating: lJ Type: outdoor bandstand 
# Dress•g Roans: 1 Stage: 16 1 X 12• X 42 1 
8 Floor: Plyw:xxl w/carpet cover Capacity: 
rflTES: lhl imited seating. Other dressing roan arrangerents can be made if neccessary. 
LEE C()JNTY AATS COOCIL 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P .0. &:>x 714 
Bishopville 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
ll-IEATRE 
29010 
BliXlET Ir-f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn' g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CXle 
Presenting Since 1989 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING Il'f"O: 
4 
15 
1 
1500 
1COJ 
400 
725 
1300 
72'5 
CONTACT: Mrs. H.C. Austin, Jr. 
803/484-5090 
C()JNTY: LEE 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 0 
to 0 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Ron & Natalie Daise 
Joseph Sobo 1 
0 
MUSIC THEAmE 
MUSIC THEATRE 
Planning t-bs.:Septenber for following FY Present'g MJs.: Septenber, r-bvenber; February- ~ril 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Not Interested 
ALDIEt'(;ES: G=neral Audience Senior Citizen 
Secondary Schoo 1 StLX:lents Children 
Ethnic 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: ~asiUll 
Seating: 600 Type: gymnatorium 
# Dress' g Roans: 0 Stage: Varies 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
0 Floor: lt>od over concrete 
Plans are currently in the WJrks to buy and restore the ~ra 1-buse vkli ch has a 1 arge 
prosceniUll, seating capacity of aboot 350 and a sprung WJod floor. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Park 
Seating: lCOJ 
# Dress' g Roans: 0 
Capacity: 0 
r()TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t-DTES: 
School 
300 
0 
0 
Cafeteria 
Type: other 
Stage: Varies 
Floor: Crass 
Type: cafetorium 
Stage: Varies 
Floor: Tile over concrete 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE/CHEROKEE ARTS COUNCIL 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 1419 
G:l.ffney 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
J/lll 
29342 
BULX£T INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 17425 
Solo Artists $ 300 
Perfonm'g Groups 3000 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for (})e 9500 
Presenting Since 1976 
TllTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterx:lance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
4 
4 
0 
3000 
CONTACT: Patrick 6mrich 
803/487-7111 
COUNTY: CHEROKEE 
to 
to 
to 
BALLET 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 1000 
9500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Chicago Chamber Brass 
Ballet South 
t-t:Clain Fanily 
$ 14500 
MUSIC 
BALLET 
MUSIC 
Present' g Mas. : Sept811ber - Apri 1 Planning Mos.:April -June 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Res i d? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
College/University Students 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Fullerton Auditorium 
950 Type: 
2 Stage: 
40 Floor: 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
45' X 30' X 25' 
Vbod 
LOVELY HILL BAPTIST CHURCH 
~k~AAAAAA********************* 
234 Parlor Drive 
Ladson 29456 
DISC ffiESENrElJ: THEATRE 
Bl.DGET Il'fO: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Qle 
Presenting Since 1987 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 0 
#DiffArt/Co's 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Atterxlance 0 
BOO<ING Il'fO: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
lCXXl 
CONTACT: Rev. F.O. Hunt 
803/821-2348 
COJf'ITY: BERKELEY 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 2000 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present' g Mos. : February Planning Mos . :July 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Forei yn Artists? N.Jt Interested 
AlniErt:ES: C£neral A..ldience 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g R()()Tf): 
Capacity: 
l'llTES: 
1-b lly Hi ll Middle School 
2000 Type: 
4 Stage: 
4 Floor: 
rru l t i -purpose atxi i tori I1T1 w/ stage no fly 1oft 
50' X 25' X 12' 
1-ardw:xx:l 
e -· 
MARLBffiO AAEA ARTS COOCIL 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 765 
Bennettsville 29512 
DISC PRESENTEIJ: MJSIC 
COOACT: Jul i Pov.ers 
803/479-6982 
C()JNTY: t.1J\RLBCRO 
THEATRE Mr-cE 
BUOO:T I~O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1978 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterdance 
BOO<ING HFO: 
4 
10 
2 
3800 
14000 
0 
750 
750 
2800 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 0 
to 2800 
to 2800 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Linda Brown & William Von Patton 
John Forrest Ferguson 
Delphin & Romain 
$ 14000 
MUSIC 
THEAlRE 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:May- August Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? Interested In Wksh~/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Murchison Auditorium 
Seating: 150 Type: rrulti-purpose alk:litorium w/stage no fly loft 
# Dress 'g Roans: 0 Stage: 40' X 30' X 4' 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Wooo 
NJTES: Rest roons used as dressin~ roons. 
rvtCELVC:Y CEI'ITER, If'C. CF YOOK 
~k**AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 457 
Corner of E. Jefferson & Co 11 ege 
fu~ 2~45 
DISC ffiESENTED: [)'l.f'CE 
JPJ.Z 
PUPPETRY 
BllXJET Irf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1987 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Pvt/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<I~ IflfO: 
11 
6 
1 
4400 
Planning Mos.:January- June 
Block Booking? Interested In 
14880 
250 
600 
250 
34!:)) 
CONTACT: John Bostic 
803/684-3948 
COONTY: YORK 
OPEAA 
THEATRE 
Previ oos Yr Prog 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
5200 
0 
REffiESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Dan Wagoner & Dancers 
~ra Carolina 
QJeen City Starpers 
$ 10100 
DAI'CE 
OPERA 
JAZZ 
Present'g Mos.: August- May 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreiyn Artists? Interested In 
ALDIEI'CES: l£neral Audience 
Secondary School Students 
Ethnic 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
SPACE/FACILITY ~~E: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
rvtCe 1 vey Theatre 
!Y30 
1 
10 
Type: lllllti-purpose auditoriUll w/fly loft space 
Stage: 40' X 20' X 20' 
Floor: W::>od 
e 
McCLELLANVILLE ARTS COUNCIL 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 594 
McClellanville 29458 
DISC ffiESENTEIJ: 11\I'CE 
COOACT: Bonnie Riedesel 
803/887-3231 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
MUSIC THEATRE 
BUlJiT HfU: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for (})e 
Presenting Since 1978 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 2 
# Diff Art/Co's 2 
# Resid/Wkshps 5 
Attendance 0 
BCD< I NG Itf"O: 
Planning Mos.:April -May 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Olildren 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 'g Roans : 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
******************** 
Arts Center 
so 
1 
2 
30))0 
100 
100 
100 
800 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 500 
to 500 
to 1000 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Chopstick Theatre 
Steven Rosenberg 
Christopher Berg 
$ 3CXXJO 
THEATRE 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Present'g Mos.: Year Round 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Secondary School Students 
Type: other 
Stage: 
Fl oor: ltxxj 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Lincoln High School 
Seating: 800 Type: gyrmatoriun 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Tile 
NOTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: St. James - Santee 
Seating: 500 Type: cafetoriun 
# Dress' g Roans : 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Tile 
NOTES: 
r-tCffiMICK ARTS COOCIL AT THE KETLR.AJ-i 
AAAA4AAAA44AAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAA~kk* 
COOACT: Patti M:Abee 
P.O. Box 488 803/465-3216 
COUNTY: r-tCORMICK 
McConnick 29835 
DISC ffiESENTED: M..JSIC 
l)ll.f'CE ll1EA1RE 
BUlXB Ilf=O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Qle 
6000 
100 
750 
1500 
3500 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 8000 
$ 1500 
Presenting Since 1985 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 7 
# Diff kt/Co's 4 
# Resid/Wkshps 2 
Attendance 3500 
BOO< I!'{) I tf"O: 
3500 
3500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Patchwork Players 
Pappy & Snuffy 
Chuck Davis 
Present'g Mos.: Year Round 
THEATRE 
MJSIC 
I)AJ'{;E 
Planning t>bs. :Marcil - August 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Not Interested 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Children 
Senior Citizen 
AAAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'()TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
Courthouse Auditorium 
300 Type: 
2 Stage: 
20 Floor: 
Keturah Amphitheatre 
600 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
rrulti-purpose auditorium w/stage no fly loft 
lOu' X 30' 
Wood with carpet 
ootdoor aJllhitheatre or concert shell 
40' X 20' 
Concrete 
NOTES: Under Construction. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NM~E: r-tConnick Elen. School Auditoriun 
Seating: 
# Dress' g Roar5: 
400 Type: traditional 
2 Stage: 40' X 20' 
proscenium theatre wo/loft space 
Capacity: 20 Floor: ltx>d 
NJTES: 
MOJA ARTS FESTIVAL 
*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAK**** 
Office of Cultural Affairs 
133 Church Street 
Charleston 29401 
CONTACT: Di ane A. Lewis 
803/724-7305 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
NOTES: The MOJA Arts Festival celebrates the rich heritages of African and Caribbean cultures. 
This 17-day perfonnance pericxl offers theatre, dance, rrusic, visual arts, films and rrore. 
DISC ffiESENrED: DAf'CE 
BUDGET If'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC 
MAIRE 
VISUAl AATS 
Current Yr Prog $ 32CXXl 
Solo Artists $ 50 
Perfonn'g Groups 100 
Residencies/Wksh 75 
Largest for CJle 5000 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Put/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I NG I f'f"O: 
100 
999 
1 
8CXXXl 
to 
to 
to 
JA:ZZ 
FIU~ 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 100 
300 
3000 
REPKESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Co. 
Mattiwi lda Dobbs 
Marlena Shaw 
$ 3CXXXl 
DAI'CE 
MUSIC 
JA:ZZ 
Present'g r.bs.: Late Sept611ber- Early CX::tober Planning t>bs. : February - Sept81lber 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Secondary School Students 
Senior Citizen 
College/University Students 
Children 
Ethnic 
MYRTLE BEACH HIGH SCHOOL 
~A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~A~~~~~~~~AA~~ 
3300 Centra 1 Parkway 
Myrt 1 e Beach 
DISC ffiESENTEO: 
29577 
BLDGET Ir-f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perform' g Groops 
Residencies/l«sh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 0 
# Di ff flrt/Co IS 0 
# Res id/WkSilpS 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO<lt{) HFO: 
Planning Mos . :Year round 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CONTACT: Lewis A. JJrdan 
803/448-7149 
COUNTY: fffiRY 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present'g Mos.: Year round 
0 
Block Booking? Not Interested Wkshp/Resid? Not Interested Foreign Artists? 
ALDIEt(;ES: G:?neral A.Jdience Secondary Schoo 1 Stl.dents 
*AA~AA~A~~A~A~AAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
~ating: 
# Dress' g Roans : 
M:frt 1 e Beach High Schoo 1 A.Jd i tori IJT1 
1976 Type: multi -purpose auditorii.JTl w/fly loft space 
2 Stage: 68' X 40' X 54' 
20 Floor: Suspended WX>d Capacity: 
t()TES: This is a new facility and just beginning to present. 
OCOtf:E COIJ'ffi AATS & HISTffiiCAL CCM~. 
~K***AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
15 Forerust 
Salt:m 29676 
DISC ffiESENTEIJ: THEATRE 
BLDGET Il'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform 1 g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for CX'le 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/UJ IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
17 
7 
3 
4500 
BOO< I r-KJ I tf"O: 
Planning MJs . : July - ~c6Tlber 
Block Booking? 
ALOIEf'CES: feneral Audience 
Olildren 
5(ID 
595 
550 
595 
16:-il 
CONTACT: Ernest H. f-esterber 1 
803/944-1554 
C()JNTY: OCONEE 
Previoos Yr Pr09 
to $ 1000 
to 1650 
to 725 
REffiESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Joyce Grear 
Early Days Jazz Band 
$ 7250 
THEAlRE 
Jf1ll 
Present 1g MJs.: J~nua~- June 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
Second a~ Schoo 1 StLdents 
OCONEE COUNTY LIBRARY 
**************************************** 
501 W. S. Broad Street 
Walhalla 
DISC ffiESENTED: THEATRE 
MUSIC 
29691 
COOACT: Catherine A. English 
803/638-4133 
WJNTY: OCONEE 
BUDGET HfO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm 1g Groups 
0 
50 
250 
250 
500 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ lCXD 
$ 500 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1985 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterriance 
BOO< I NG lr'fO: 
3 
3 
u 
600 
500 
500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Patchwork Players 
cerrick Phi 11 i p 
T~ Scott Young 
THEATRE 
MJSIC THEATRE 
MAIRE 
Planning M::Js. :January - Marcil 
Block Booking? Interested In 
Present 1g M::Js.: Nbvenber, April, June- August 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Olildren 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Oconee County Library- Walhalla 
S=ating: 80 Type: other 
# 1X'ess 1 g RoClffi : 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Carpet over concrete Capacity: 
r-DTES: Kitchen area used as dressing roan. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Seneca Branch Library 
S=ating: 200 Type: other 
# 1X'ess 1 g RoaTE : 0 Stage: 
0 Fl oor: Carpet over concrete Capacity: 
r-DTES: Lounge area used as dressing roam. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Westninster Branch Library 
S=ating: 80 Type: other 
# rx-ess 1 g Roans: 0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Carpet over concrete Capacity: 
r-DTES: Rest roan used as dressing roam. 
ffiAtG:BLRG ARTS COLJI[IL 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 2106 
649 Riverside Drive 
Orangeburg 29116 
COOACT: Ellen W. Easterlin 
803/536-4074 
COJNrY: CAAta:BLRG 
f()TES: IE do not have a concert series. 
during residencies. 
Main performances we do are during Rose Festival and 
DISC ffiESENrED: MJSIC 
Dl\f'CE 
JftJ.Z 
BLOGET Il'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1986 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I r-{; I t'f"O : 
8 
8 
3 
3500 
12000 
200 
500 
500 
5500 
11-lEATRE 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 800 
to 5500 
to 3CXXl 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charleston Ballet 
L i z & Lynn Shavv' 
Tony & Mary linn Lenti 
$ 1500J 
BALLET 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Present 1 g Mos.: May, June, October - ~cenber Planning Mos.:November- April 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Secondary Schoo 1 Stl.dents 
Ethnic 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
Chi 1 dren 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: cx-angeburg Arts Center 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
250 Type: traditional prosceniUll theatre Vl:l/ loft space 
2 Stage: 20 1 X 18 1 X 20 1 
20 F I oor: Vbcx! 
NOTES: Dressing roans are tVl:l stl.dios near the rest rcx:m;. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
f()TES: 
Stevenson AuditoriUll 
730 Type: 
8 Stage: 
18 Floor: 
multi-purpose al.ditoriUll w/fly loft space 
33 1811 X 31 1 X 30 1 
Vbcx! 
ffiAtG:BLRG PARKS & RECREATION OCPAAlMENT 
**************************************** 
P .0. Box 1321 
Orangeburg 29116 
DISC ffiESENTED: 
BLDGET Itf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 0 
# Diff Art/Co's 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO<ING 1~0: 
Planning t"os.: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CONTACT: Julie Blankenship 
803/534-6211 
COONTY: CRANCB3LRG 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present' g MJs. : 
0 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Res id? Foreign Artists? Not Interested 
ALDIEr-l::ES: Ceneral Audience 
Olildren 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
~ating: 
# Dress 'g RoaJE: 
Edisto M:m:lri a l Gardens 
0 Type: 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: Capacity: 
t{)TES: Unlimited seating capacity. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
~ating: 
# Dress'g Roons: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Stevenson Auditorium 
700 Type: 
1 Stage: 
5 Floor: 
~nior Citizen 
outdoor bandstand 
32' X 20' 
~ 
rru l t i -purpose aud i tori un w/ stage no fly loft 
50' X 30' X 28' 
~ex! 
PEACE CEr-ITER FCR THE PERFffiMING ARTS 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P .0. Box 10437 
Greenville 29603 
f'DTES: ~ning tt>venber 19SX) 
DISC ffiESENTED: 
BLDGET li'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm 1 g Groups 
Residencies/~sh 
Largest for 01e 
# Perfs Last Yr 0 
# Di ff Art/Co 1 s 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO< I NG HfO: 
Planning t>bs. : 
Block Booking? 
ALDIEt-CES: t£neral Audience 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CONTACT: Jack G. Cohan 
803/232-0297 
COUNTY: GREENVILLE 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 0 
to 0 
to 0 
REffiESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Present 1 g t>bs. : 
0 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
Secondary School Students 
Ethnic 
College/Universitty Students 
PICCOLO SPOLETO FESTIVAL 
kkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Office of Cultural Affairs 
133 l~urch Street 
Charleston 29401 
CONTACT: Diane A. Lewis 
803/724-7305 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
NOTES: Piccolo Spoleto Festival showcases the best in local and Southeastern regional talent from 
every artistic discipline. Various sites around Charleston are used as performance space. 
DISC ffiESENrED: MJSIC 
TI1EAThE MIME 
BUO<I:T Ir-f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 42000 Previous Yr Prog $ 4ffi)(J 
Solo Artists $ 50 
Perfonm 1g Groups 100 
Residencies/Wksh 75 
Largest for One 6000 
Presenting Since 1977 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<If'+S INFO: 
700 
60 
133 
2crooo 
to 
to 
to 
$ 100 
300 
3(X)J 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Washington Bach Consort 
ZOOT 
Chopstick Theatre 
Present 1 g tvbs. : Planning tvbs.: l'bvsnber - May 
Block Booking? Currently 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Secondary School Stlk:Jents 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
MUSIC 
MIME 
THEAffiE 
Late M:l.y - Early June 
Foreign Artists? Interested In 
PRES~YTERIAN COLLEGE 
*****k********************************** 
Presbyterian College 
Fine Arts D?partwent 
Clinton 29325 
DISC PRESENTED: MJSIC 
-mEATRE 
FILM 
BLDGET INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
R=sidencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1965 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BCX)(I NG Hf"O : 
20 
20 
2 
15000 
Planning tv'os. :January - .AiJril 
Block Booking? Currently 
ALDIEf'CES: l£neral .Ai.Jdience 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NJTES: 
Be lk .Ai.Jditoriun 
l(XX) 
2 
16 
42CXXJ 
200 
0 
0 
3500 
CONTACT: Charles T. Glines 
803/833-8465 
C()JNTY: LALRENS 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 37000 
$ 2600 
3400 
4500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
~nver 01 dhcrn 
National Players 
Contemporary Music Festival 
MUSIC 
-mEATRE 
MUSIC 
Present'g tv'os.: September- April 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
College/University Students 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
Stage: 39' X 24' X 18' 
Floor: Wood 
RIDGE ARTS COUNCIL 
kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkAAAAAkAkk 
COO ACT: Libby Counts 
P.O. Box 268 803/532-3857 
COUNTY: LEXINGTON 
Batesbury 29006 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
l)l\JI(E JAil. 
l11EATRE MIME 
BUXlET II'FO: Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn' g Groups 
8700 
500 
1500 
0 
4CXX) 
Previous Yr Prog $ 1250J 
FEES PAID: 
R.esidencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# R.esid/Wkshps 
Atterx:iance 
BOO<ING INFO: 
5 
5 
3 
0 
to 
to 
to 
$ 2500 
4())) 
6500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
"Ain't Misbehavin"' 
Pal rretto Masters i ngers 
Robert Ivey 
MUSIC n£ATRE 
MUSIC 
BALLET 
Planning Mos.:Year Round Present' g rv'os. : Septanber - May 
Block Booking? Interested In 
ALDIE~ES: 
Wkshp/R.esid? Interested In Foreign Artists? 
*AkkkkkkkkAkkkkkkkkk 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Batesburg Leesville Middle School 
Seating: 500 Type: nu lt i -purpose aL.di tori un w/stage no fly loft 
# !X'ess' g Roms: 0 Stage: 31' 1 0" X 21' 7" 
0 Floor: hOOd Capacity: 
~TES: Large backstage area and classroans available as dressing roans. 
RQ3ERT I VEY BALLET, It{;. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
1632 Ashley Hall Road 
Olarleston 29407 
DISC PRESENTED: [)\NCE 
MUSIC THEATRE 
BUIHT It'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 12CXXJO 
Solo Artists $ 500 
Perfonn 1g Groups 2000 
Residencies/Wksh 500 
Largest for Ole 2CXXJO 
Presenting Since 1979 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff flrt/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterdance 
BOO<I NG I t'f"O: 
20 
6 
1 
0 
COOACT: Robert Ivey 
803/556-1343 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
to 
to 
to 
Mir~E 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 10000 
1lXXlO 
2000 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
N.W. Florida Ballet 
Jazz Dance South 
$ 100000 
BALLET 
OA.t'CE 
Planning Mos.:Janua~- April 
Block Booking? Currently 
Present 1 g Mos. : Sept6llber - May 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested I ~ 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Second a~ School StlJ:lents 
College/Universitty Students 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: I))Ck Street Theatre 
Seating: 490 Type: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 4 Stage: 
Capacity: 20 Floor: 
NOTES: Marley cover available. 
SPACE/FACILITY NA~: Garden Theatre 
Seating: 600 Type: 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 5 Stage: 
Capacity: 20 Floor: 
NOTES: Marley cover available. 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
Ethnic 
traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
33 18" X 50 11" X 38 16" 
Wooo 
thrust stage theatre 
28 1 X 32 1 X 15 1 
'rboo 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Simons Center- College of Olarleston 
Seating: 380 Type: other 
# Dress 1 g RoOTE : 2 Stage: 35 1 X 30 1 X 30 1 
Capacity: 40 Floor: Sprung-wx>d 
NJTES: Marley cover available. 
S.AAAH JOHNSON ANJ FRIEt'{)S 
A A A A leA A Jr. A AAAA AA ItA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A**** 
P.O. Box 691 
Charleston 29402 
DISC ffiESEI'ITElJ: CfiliJ13ER MJSIC 
Bl.D!LT Il'f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform 1g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for One 
Presenting Since 1981 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Ldst Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterxlance 
BOO< I f'Kl I f'fO: 
5 
5 
0 
0 
99440 
1000 
3750 
0 
5950 
COO ACT: Rosenary Campbe 11 
003/577-0536 
COJNTY: CHA.RLESTON 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 3850 
to 5000 
to 0 
REPRESEI'ITATIVE ARTISTS: 
Wilfrid Delphin & Edwin Romain 
Amherst Saxaphone Quartet 
Erik Larsen 
0 
C!-LL\"13ER MUSIC 
CKAI13ER MJSIC 
CI-OOER MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:April- September, Nov.- Dec., Feb. Present 1 g rbs • : 0:: tobe r, January , March 
Foreign Artists? Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? 
Al.DIENCES: t£neral ~dience 01ildren 
**Jr.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
D:lck Street Theatre 
400 Type: 
5 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
33 18" X 50 1 1" X 38 16" 
Sprung W::> o::l 
sc GJVER~ Is SCHOOL Fffi THE AATS 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P. 0. Box 2848 
301 CarrverdMl Hay 
Greenville 29602 
COO ACT: Vi rgi ni a Ul dri ck 
803/271-6488 
COUNTY: GREENVILLE 
NOTES: While the Governor's School emphasis is on pre-professional training for students, the na-
ture of the master/apprentice philosophy provides a forun for artists to present/perform. 
DISC ffiESENTED: MJSIC 
THEATRE 
VISUA.L AATS 
Mfi(E 
CREATIVE WRITING 
BLDGET INFO: Current Yr Prog $ 8CXXXJO 
Solo Artists $ 150 
Previous Yr Prog $ 653CUJ 
FEES PAID: 
Perfonm'g Groups 500 
Residencies/Wksh 150 
Largest for One 7500 
Presenting Since 1981 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterdance 
BOO< I NG I rf"O: 
0 
0 
15 
15M 
to $ 7500 
to 7500 
to 7500 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Edwa.rd Vi ll ell a 
Alex Haley 
Edward Albee 
Present'g Mos.: Planning Mos.:August- May 
Block Booking? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently 
Senior Citizen 
Seconda~ School Students 
College/Universitty Students 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Daniel Recital 
0 
0 
0 
Hall 
Type: 
Stage: 
Floor: 
Funnan University Playhouse 
Children 
Ethnic 
recital ha 1l 
Seating: U Type: thrust stage theatre 
# Dress 'g Roans : 0 Stage: 
Capacity: U Floor: 
NOTES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: McAlister Auditoriun 
June - July 
BALLET 
CREATIVE ~ITING 
CREATIVE ~ITING 
Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Seating: 0 Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
NOTES: 
SOUTH CAROLIN!\ STATE CQLEGE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 1917 
Orangeburg 
DISC ffiESEtffED: MUSIC 
THEAll<E 
29117 
13LDGET Ir-f"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 19500 
Solo Artists $ 1750 
Perfonm 1g Groups 2500 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for CX'le 3500 
Presenting Since 1950 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<!['{) INFO: 
Planning Mos.:Februa~ 
7 
4 
0 
11500 
COOACT: Arthur L. Evans 
803/536-8825 
COJI'ITY: ffiANGEBlRG 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 2500 
3750 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Charleston Orchestra 
M..Jch To !X> .About tt>thi ng 
Singing X-mas Tree 
$ 16500 
MUSIC 
THEATRE 
MUSIC 
Present 1g Mos.: September-April 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Res i d? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALD IEr'l:ES: C£nera 1 ftt.ld i ence 
Seconda~ School Students 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
***AAAAAAAAA******** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roons: 
Capacity: 
ttlTES: 
*****ic A A A A A A *****lrirk 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roons : 
f-enderson Davis Theatre 
350 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
0 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
Martin Luther King Auditoriun 
1105 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
3 Stage: 
75 Floor: l-.bOO Capacity: 
ttlTES: Choir and bam roaffi may be used for i nfonra 1 concerts - Each area can seat over 100. 
SOVTH CAAOLI ~ STATE MUSEU~ 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
P.O. Box 100107 
Colurbia 29202 
DISC ffiESENTED: IY\f\CE 
BLDGET Itf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC 
VISlJA.L ARTS 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform 1g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BCX)(I t¥; HfO : 
Planning Mos. : 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Block Booking? Not Interested 
ALDIEf\CES: G=nera l tlLJdi ence 
*******~******* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
tlLJd i tori un 
230 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
COOACT: Tut lXlderw::>cx:1 
803/737-4921 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
FILM 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present 1 g MJs. : 
0 
Wkshp/Resid? Not Interested Foreign Artists? 
Type: lll.Jlti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 26 1 X 11 1 X 20 1 
Floor: 
SPOLETO FESTIVAL U.S.A. 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 157 
Charleston 29402 
DISC PRESENTED: MJSIC 
COOACT: Canren Kovens 
003/722-2764 
COUNTY: CHARLESTON 
DANCE OPERA 
BLDGET IflfO: 
FEES PAID: 
THEA"ffiE 
Current Yr Prog $2892050 
Solo Artists $ 1000 
Perfonm'g Groups 11250 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for One 150COJ 
Presenting Since 1977 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 113 
# Diff Art/Co's 0 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 
BOO<ING I~O: 
0 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 10000 
15CXXXJ 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Le Nozze di Figaro 
Boston Ba 11 et 
Laurie Mderson 
$2505729 
OPERA 
BALLET 
MUSIC ll£A"ffiE 
Planning Mos.:Year Round Present'g Mos.: May- June 
Block Booking? Not Interested Wkshp/Resid? Not Interested Foreiyn Artists? 
AliliEt'CES: G=neral A..ldience 
******kkAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NOTES: 
AAAAAAAk*AAAAAAAAAkk 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress' g Roans: 
Capacity: 
I'{)TES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FJICILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
D:>ck Street Theatre 
463 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/ loft space 
33'8" X 50'1" X 38'6" 5 Stage: 
0 Floor: Sprung w::>cxl 
Gaillard Municipal 
2734 
5 
0 
Garden Theatre 
404 
5 
0 
hlditorium 
Type: rrulti-purpose aLditorium w/fly loft space 
Stage: 50' X 42' X 30' 
Floor: Sprung WJ<Xl 
Type: thrust stage theatre 
Stage: 28' X 32' X 15' 
Floor: Sprung w::>cxl 
I'()TES: The Festival uses other venues inc 1 Ldi ng the Co 11 ege of Char 1 eston and churches. 
- ~ 
SLMTER COU'ITY Cll. TURAL COOISSION 
**************************************** 
10 t1xx:1 Avenue 
SuTiter 29150 
CONTACT: Martha Greenway H.Jssey 
003/773-1581 
C()JNfY: SLMTER 
NOTES: We generally only function as a presenting organization during our festival. 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
Tlt.ATRE 
BLDGET II'FO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1977 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# [}iff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I r£ I rf"O : 
8 
8 
0 
12()J) 
Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Interested In 
ALDIEI'CES: (£neral /liJdience 
****~AAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: ~an Lake G3.rdens 
1cro:l 
100 
150 
500 
4500 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 1CXXD 
$ 2200 
4500 
2000 
REPRESENTATIVE MTISTS: 
Vassar Clarents 
Chopstick Theatre 
Danny & Jan Orleans 
MUSIC 
]1EATRE 
n£.ATKE 
Present 1g rvbs.: Q:tober (3rd v.eekend) 
Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
Seating: 700 Type: outdoor bandstand 
# Dress 1 g Roans: 0 Stage: 32 1 X 16 1 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Vb:x! 
NOTES: Rest roans and sometimes tents are available for use as dressing roans. 
SUMTER-SHAW COMMUNITY CONCERT ASSN.,INC. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAk**kAAAAAAAAAAAA 
91 t-ash Street 
SUTiter 29150 
DISC PRESENTED: MUSIC 
I)AJ'{;E 
BlDCl:T INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn' g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ckle 
Presenting Since 1940 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 
# Diff Art/Co's 5 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 5000 
BOO< I NG INFO: 
Planning Mos.:JJne- August 
Block Booking? Interested In 
26000 
1500 
1750 
0 
12500 
CONTACT: Ray Wilcox 
803/775-6559 
COONTY: SLMTER 
Previ oos Yr Prog 
to $ 2500 
to 1500) 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Glenn Miller Band 
Gregg ~i th Si nge rs 
Ta Fantastica 
$ 23000 
MNJ MUSIC 
MJSIC 
MAIRE 
Present'g Mos.: October- April 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALDIENCES: General Audience 
Seconda~ School Students 
Senior Citizen 
College/University Students 
SPACE/FJlCILITY NIIME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
NJTES: 
Patriot Hall 
1015 
5 
40 
Sumter ~era f-buse 
600 
3 
10 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/stage no fly loft 
Stage: 47' X 38' X 21' 
Floor: Wocd 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
Stage: 35' X 20' X 21' 
Floor: Wood 
USC - Aiken 
**************************************** 
Etherredge Center 
171 Lhiversity Pkvy 
Aiken 
DISC ffiESENTElJ: MJSIC 
Mr-i:E 
29801 
BUOCIT Itf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Cfoups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Che 
Presenting Since 1982 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 4 
# Diff Art/Co's 4 
# Resid/Wkshps 0 
Attendance 0 
BOO< I NG I tf"O: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
27000 
COOACT: Marti Costantino 
803/648-6851 
COJNTY: AIKEI~ 
to 
to 
to 
111EA1RE 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 0 
0 
0 
REPRESENTATI\11: .ARTISTS: 
0 
Chamber Music Society/Lincoln Cent. CHA~ER MUSIC 
Mr. Pickwick Stories 111EA1RE 
Texas Ot>era Theatre OPERA/MUSIC 111EA"ffiE 
Planning Mos.:Year Round (1 to 2 years in advance) Present'g Mos.: September- April 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen e Secondary School Stt.rients College/Lhiversity Stt.rients 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roons: 
Capacity: 
t-UTES: 
Etherredge Center 
687 
3 
32 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 37' X 28'6" X 19' 
Fl oor: ~-.bod 
USC - l3EAlFffiT 
kkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
USC - Beaufort 
800 Carteret Street 
Beaufort 29902 
DISC PRESENTED: Cf-Wvi3ER MUSIC 
MUSIC 
BLIXlET HFO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 32000 
Solo Artists $ 2500 
Perfonm'g Groups 4500 
Residencies/Wksh 100 
Largest for One 8700 
Presenting Since 1979 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co's 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<ING If'f"O: 
4 
4 
0 
2500 
COOACT: Mary Wlisonant 
803/524-7112 
COUNTY: BEAlFffiT 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 5000 
8700 
950 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Paula Robison, Meliora Quartet 
Vienna Choir Boys 
Tokyo String Quartet 
$ 27000 
CfW.BER MUSIC 
MJSIC 
Cfil\MJjER MUS I C 
Planning Mos.:12-24 months in adv 
Block Booking? Currently 
Present • g Mos. : O:tober - .April 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
ALOIErt:ES: G?neral Audience 
College/University Students 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
***~k***AAAAAAAA* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roons: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress • g RoOT6 : 
Capacity: 
t-UTES: 
Lasseter Theatre 
701 
2 
Type: tradi t ional proscenium theatre wo/ loft space 
Stage: 
25 Fl oor: WJcxi 
USC -Beaufort Perfonming Arts Center 
480 Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
2 Stage: 
0 Floor: 
USC - CAROL! Nil. PROffi~ ll'li ON 
**AkkkkkkkkkkAAAkAAkAAAAAkAAAAkAAAAAAAAA 
209 Russe 11 fbuse 
Lkliversity of South Carol ina 
Columbia 29208 
DISC PRESENTElJ: MJSIC 
THEATRE 
Bl.J()Q:T Il'fO: Current Yr Prog $ 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 5 
# Di ff Art/Co's 7 
# Resid/Wkshps 1 
Attendance 7000 
BOO< I ril HfO: 
55000 
0 
1750 
0 
6500 
CONTACT: Eddie Daniels 
003/777-7130 
COJNTY: RICft.AND 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 57125 
$ 0 
6500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Present'g Mos.: September- April Planning Mos.:November- April 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
***AAAAkAkAAAAAAAAA* 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Koger Center for the Arts 
Seating: 2300 Type: 
# Dress'g Roons: 16 Stage: 
Capacity: 32 Floor: 
NJTES: 
College/University Students 
traditional proscenium theat re w/ loft space 
30'-54' X 40' X 18'-30' 
USC - CQL\STAL CAAOLif'iA. CClLEGE 
******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Wheelwright Auditorium/USC-Coastal 
P.O. Box 1954 
Conway 29526 
DISC PRESENTED: THEA1RE 
MUSIC 
DAI'CE 
BLDGET II'FO: 
FEES PAID: 
MUSIC THEA1RE 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonm 1g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1981 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO< I NG lf'fO: 
116 
30 
15 
65ffi) 
52800 
3500 
1CXXXl 
1000 
16500 
COOACT: Eavid E. Millard 
803/347-3161 
CCX.JNTY: fffiRY 
BALLET 
FILM 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 6500 
to 16500 
to 2500 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
American Arts Trio 
Delphin & Romain 
$ 48(XX) 
CfW13ER MUSIC 
MUSIC 
Present 1 g t'vbs. : Septenber - May Planning tvbs. :O:tober - January 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
College/University Students 
Secondary School Students 
Senior Citizen 
Ethnic 
Children 
kk*********AAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NN1E: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g Roaffi : 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAkA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r()TES: 
Little Theatre - Fine Arts Building 
150 Type: traditional prosceniun theatre w/loft space 
1 Stage: 22 1 X 20 1 X 10 1 
0 Flo)r: Wood 
Wheelwright Auditoriun 
817 Type: 
2 Stage: 
20 Floor: 
multi-purpose auditorium w/f"ly loft space 
40 1 X 38 1 X 65 1 
\ok)oj 
USC - KCXJER CEI'ITER Fffi THE ARTS 
****kkkkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
University of South Carolina 
Columbia 29210 
DISC ffiESENfED: MI'CE 
COO ACT: Ron Pearson 
003!777-lr::IXJ 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
MUSIC JAZZ 
THEATRE BALLET 
BLDGET HFO: 
FEES PAID: 
wrrent Yr Prog $ 487CXXl 
Solo Artists $ 2500 
Perfonm 1g Groups 1800 
Residencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for 01e 65CXXl 
Presenting Since 1989 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff flrt/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<I~ Il'f"O: 
23 
22 
4 
69CXXl 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 50000 
to 65000 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Pittsburgh Ballet 
Vl ooimi r Ashkenazy 
0 
BALLET 
MJSIC 
Planning t'los. :~ri 1 - ~venber Present 1 g t'los. : Septenber - May 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Interested In Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience Senior Citizen 
Secondary Schoo 1 Students Oli 1 dren 
College/Universitty Students 
****••·············· SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t'DTES: 
Gonza 1 es K:lll 
2236 
14 
148 
Type: traditional proscenium theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 30 1 -54 1 X 40 1 X 18 1-30 1 
Floor: Sprung-Fir 
USC - MCKISSIO< MUSELJv1 
COOACT: Glil t11tthew5 
University of South Carolina 803/777-7251 
Colunbia 29208 
DISC ffiESENTED: MJSIC 
CRAFTS 
BlffiET Ii'fO: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Laf'l::jest for CX!e 
Presenting Since 1975 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<!~ If'fO: 
55 
40 
10 
16600 
0 
200 
200 
50 
600 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
to 
to 
to 
Previoos Yr Prog S 
$ 500 
600 
150 
REffiESENTATIVE .ARTISTS: 
Snuffy Jenkins & Pappy Sherril 
Jarvis Brothers 
renrietta Snype 
Present 1g Mos.: Year Round 
0 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
CAAFTS 
Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Senior Citizen 
Children 
College/University Students 
Secondary Schoo 1 Students 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Glll ery 
Seating: 50 Type: other 
# Dress 1g Roans: 0 Stage: No Stage 
Capacity: 0 Fl oor: Wood on cone rete 
NOTES: Rooms can be provided, but no rooms are specifically designated for dressiny rooms. 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Multi-purpose Roan 
Seating: 50 Type: other 
# Dress 1g Roans: 0 Stage: No Stage 
0 Floor: Rug on concrete Capacity: 
t'{)TES: Some perfonnances are held outside and at the State Fair. 
USC - SLMTER 
**************************************** 
200 Mill e r Road 
Sllnter 
DISC PRESENTED: IY\t(;E 
MUSIC 
29150 
BUOO::T UFO: 
FEES PAlO: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g G"oups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
Presenting Since 1973 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs last Yr 
# Diff Art/Co 1s 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterdance 
BOO< I NG I t'f"O: 
12 
12 
0 
Planning Mos.:May- July 
0 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Ethnic 
******************** 
14500 
400 
700 
0 
0 
CONTACT: Lori Snyder 
803/775-6341 
COONTY: Sll-1TER 
THEATRt 
Previous Yr Prog 
to $ 1000 
to 1500 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
$ 13500 
Present 1 g ivbs. : Septenber - May 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? Interested In 
College/University StLdents 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
Nettles Auditorium 
520 Type: rrulti-purpose aLditorium w/fly loft space 
Stage: 30 1 X 30 1 X 31 # Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t-DTES: 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Ores s 1 g Roans : 
Capacity: 
t-DTES: 
0 
0 
StLdent Lhion 
400 
0 
0 
Floor: '.-klcxl 
Type: other 
Stage: 25 1 X 20 1 X 21 
Floor: Portable stage 
USC lJEPAAlMEt'IT Cf" THEATRE & SPEECH 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Longstreet Theatre 
usc 
Colurbia 
DISC ffiESEt'ITEO: ffii'CE 
29208 
BLDGET INFO: 
FEES PAID: 
wrrent Yr PrCXJ $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1 g Groops 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for ())e 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BCXl<ING HfO: 
2 
2 
2 
500 
Planning M::>s. : Septen~r - May 
Block Booking? Interested In 
7(J.JJ 
500 
0 
50 
200) 
COO ACT: tie 1 ooy Schaper 
003/777-4288 
COUNTY: RICHLAND 
Previoos Yr Prog $ 
to 
to 
to 
$ 2000 
0 
2000 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Sally ress 
Ba 1 a Sarasvati 
500) 
Present 1 g M::ls. : Septenber - May 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
College/University StLdents 
Secondary Schoo 1 St Ldents 
SPACE/F.AL:ILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r-DTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NA~E: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
r-DTES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g RoOT6 : 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Drayton Ha 11 
400 
2 
30 
Koger Center 
2300 
14 
125 
Longstreet Theatre 
300 
4 
24 
Type: trcrlitional proscenilJTI theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 60 1 X 32 1 X 18 1 
Floor: Wooo 
Type: traditional proscenilJTI theatre w/loft space 
Stage: 30 1-54 1 X 40 1 X 18 1-30 1 
Floor: Wocx! 
Type: arena stage theatre 
Stage: 20 1 X 20 1 X 20 16" 
Fl oo r: 1-bcx:l 
~EES CQLECi: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
Voorhees Co 11 ege 
Voorhees RoCK! 
D=rmark 
DISC ffiESENTEO: MUSIC 
l)l\~E 
29042 
CONTACT: Elester Ganett 
803/793-3351 
COUNTY: BAMBERG 
THEATRE 
BUIXI:T Itf"O: Current Yr Prog $ 18000 Previous Yr Prog $ 16000 
FEES PAID: Solo Artists $ 300 to $ 500 
Perfonm'g Groups 750 to 7500 
Residencies/Wksh 300 to 750 
Largest for One 8500 
Prese~ting Since 1980 
TOTALS: REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 3 St. Tiroothy MUSIC 
# Di ff ftrt/Co's 3 ())session MJSIC 
# Resid/Wkshps 1 Sojourner THEATRE 
Attendance 2100 
BOO< I NG I rf"O: 
Planning Mos.:April -July Present'g Mos.: Septenber- May 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreiyn Artists? Interested In 
AUDIE~ES: General Audience Children e College/Lhiversity Students 
****AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: G.Jemy Finlay 
Seating: l) Type: other 
# Dress'g Roans: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
~TES: 
********"lrlrk-k*A A A A A A A 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Massachsetts Hall 
Seating: 800 Type: multi-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
# Dress 'g Roans: 2 Stage: 51' X 40' X 61' 
Capacity: 8 Floor: 
rtlTES: 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA*** 
SPACE/FACILITY NA~: Residence Ha 11 
Seating: 0 Type: other 
# Dress'g Roams: 0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: 
!'UTES: 
e 
WAL TERBCRO-CQLETON CO. REffiEATION CCJv1. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
210 Recreation Road 
Walterboro 29488 
COOACT: Richard F. Price 
803/549-2729 
COUNTY: COLLETON 
f'{)TES: W2 are in oor 15th year of presenting the National Arts and ft.manities ~ard Winning Vari-
ety Musical Series, and have hosted a variety of artists from all the perfonming arts. 
DISC ffiESENTED: 11\NCE 
MUSIC niEATRE 
BUOO::T It'f"O: Current Yr Prog $ 15000 
Solo Artists $ 150 
Previous Yr Prog $ 12000 
FEES PAID: 
Perfonm 1g Groups 150 
Residencies/Wksh 355 
Largest for Ore 5000 
Presenting Since 1976 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOOKING I t'f"O : 
34 
28 
0 
15cm 
to 
to 
to 
$ 3CXX) 
5000 
650 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Early [}Jys Dixieland Band 
Fifth Avenue Band 
Tom Cattin Band 
Jftll 
MJSIC 
MUSIC 
Planning Mos.:June- August Present 1 g Mos • : Year Round 
Block Booking? Interested In Wkshp/Resid? Interested In 
Senior Citizen 
01ildren 
Foreign Artists? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
Secondary School Stt..dents 
******************** 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1 g RoOffi : 
Capacity: 
f'{)TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# 1)-ess 1 g RoOffi : 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Colleton County Library 
250 Type: 
1 Stage: 
10 Floor: 
Hampton Street Auditorium 
1000 Type: 
3 Stage: 
150 Floor: 
other 
rrulti-purpose at..ditorium w/stage no fly loft 
Large stage area 
Hardv..ooo 
Walterboro High Mini-Auditoriun 
250 Type: ITlllti-purpose at..ditorium w/stage no fly loft 
1 Stage: 
7 5 Fl oo r: Hardv.ocx:1 
WILLI~TON PARK COOITTEE 
**************************************** 
P.O. Box 401 
Williamston 29697 
CONTACT: Ton/Charan Lee 
803/947-6058 
COUNTY: ANDERSON 
NOTES: Presenter for Spring Water Festival (1 day). 
DISC ffiESENTED: MUSIC 
MIME 
BUOO::T Irf"O: 
FEES PAlO: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perform'g Groups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for 01e 
Presenting Since 1983 
TOTALS: 
1 
7 
0 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 15()X) 
BOOKING HfO: 
Planning Mbs.:Janua~- May 
Block Booking? 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
01ildren 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress'g Roans: 
Capacity: 
tVITS: 
Mineral 
500 
1 
5 
Spring Park 
1750 
500 
400 
0 
1250 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
to $ 0 
t o 1250 
to 0 
REPRESENTATIVE ARTISTS: 
Steve Harris 
Ole Step Ahea:t 
Present'g Mos.: August 
1700 
MIME 
MUSIC 
Wkshp/Resid? Foreign Artists? 
Senior Citizen 
Type: outdoor d'Jl)hi theatre or concert she 11 
Stage: 
Floor: Concrete 
WINTHROP CQLE~ 
*****~444444444444444444444~44444444 
School of Visual & Performing Arts 
Winthrq:J College 
Rock Hill 29733 
CONTACT: Bennett Lentczner 
803/323-2323 
COUNTY: YORK 
f'{)TES: Major series is operated with the Rock Hi n 
Winthrop 1 s portion of that blXlget. 
Fine Arts Association. Budget figures include 
DISC ffiESENTED: DA.f'CE 
MUSIC 
BLDG:T HfO: 
FEES PAID: 
Presenting Since 
TOTALS: 
Current Yr Prog $ 
Solo Artists $ 
Perfonn 1g tfoups 
Residencies/Wksh 
Largest for Ole 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Atterdance 
10 
10 
1 
6500 
BOO<!~ HfO: 
Planning Mos.:Year Round 
Block Booking? Interested In 
AUDIENCES: General Audience 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: Byrnes Auditoriun 
33000 
500 
2500 
2000 
12500 
THEATRE 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog $ 
$ 12500 
12500 
12500 
REPRESENTATIVE AATISTS: 
Pilobolus 
N.=xus 
Warsaw Sinfonia 
0 
DANCE 
MJSIC 
MLJSIC 
Present 1 g Mos.: Janua~- November 
Wkshp/Resid? Currently Foreign Artists? Interested In 
College/University Students 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
3500 Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
0 Stage: 
Capacity: 0 Floor: Sprung-v.ocxl 
NOTES: Limited nurber of dressing roans. 
~kkkk*A44444444444 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roo.ns: 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seating: 
# Dress 1g Roans: 
Capacity: 
t()TES: 
Johnson Theatre 
325 
0 
0 
Tillman Auditoriun 
650 
0 
0 
Type: tradi tiona 1 prosceni un theatre w/1 oft space 
Stage: 
Floor: Sprung-v.ocxl 
Type: rrulti-purpose auditoriun w/fly loft space 
Stage: 
Floor: W::>cxl 
WlTFffiD CO...LE<l: 
******••••••••••************************ 
N. Olurch Street 
Spartanburg 
DISC ffiESENTElJ: MJS IC 
FILM 
29303 
BUOO:T Itf"O: 
FEES PAID: 
Current Yr Prog $ 32000 
Solo Artists $ 750 
Perfonn 1g Groups 1250 
~esidencies/Wksh 0 
Largest for Ole 3500 
Presenting Since 1988 
TOTALS: 
# Perfs Last Yr 
# Di ff Art/Co IS 
# Resid/Wkshps 
Attendance 
BOO<.ING INFO: 
15 
5 
0 
3500 
COO ACT: t3ever ly Kinard 
803/585-4821 
COJNTY: SPAAT.A.N3LRG 
to 
to 
to 
Previous Yr Prog 
$ 1500 
3500 
0 
REPRESENTATIVE .ARTISTS: 
$ 300JO 
Planning Mos.:April - Septenber 
Block Booking? Currently Wkshp/Resid? 
Present 1 g Mos. : Septenber - May 
Foreign Artists? 
AUDIENCES: College/University Students 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
SPACE/FACILITY NAME: 
Seatiny: 
# Ores s 1 g Roans : 
Capacity: 
t{)TES: 
Zach 1s 
150 
0 
0 
Type: other 
Stage: 12 1 X 81 X 611 
Floor: \ok.)cxl 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE LIBRARY 
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